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Interstate Viewing: Sydney - Sheraton on the Park: Monday 18th and Tuesday 19th March 2013 10am to 4pm by prior appointment 
only - There will be limited viewing for interstate dealers in our Offices: Friday 22nd March By Prior Appointment Only, other times on 

request. Level 2 - Sonata - Cnr. Queensland Avenue & Surf Parade, Broadbeach QLD 4218.

Phone: (07)  55 380 300   or   Mobile: 0412 722 043 (Business Hours Only)  
Email:  mail@iagauctions.com       Website:  www.iagauctions.com 

Wow, where do I start? One of my personal highlights is the G.P.N. Watt 
collection of Specimen Notes (Watt was the Secretary to the Treasurer, and 
co signatory of our Banknote series in 1949). I like these not only for their 
amazing provenance, fascinating back story and rarity, but also their signifi-
cance as one of the most important Numismatic items to have turned up in 
many a long year. I love the fact that they come in their own presentation al-
bum with personalized gold embossing. I love the fact that they all have low 
numbered matching serials (number 000 004).  I also love the fact that they 
have the matched Type I set with them, along with all the associated paper-
work, citations, medals and other personal effects that add to this important 
collection. This is simply one of the most exciting and significant items we 
have presented in a long time. They are priced extremely conservatively and 
way under catalogue, and would make for a fantastic investment item for 
someone to tuck away. A true highlight item in every respect. 

The unique 1000 Pound 1924 issued Specimen is another amazing piece 
of Australian numismatic history. As we are just going to press, I have just 
amended my original notes on this item to indicate that this has been sold 
by private treaty to one of Australia’s foremost Banknote collectors, who is 
working towards making what may well be perhaps the only known complete 
collection! It remains in the catalogue now for the sake of posterity only.  

The equal finest known 1916 Mule Halfpenny is the highlight of a superb 
offering of Commonwealth coinage. Struck with an Indian Quarter Anna Ob-
verse, this elusive and interesting issue is in gVF condition, and is estimated 
at $130,000. A rare and seldom offered Type 5 Kookaburra Penny is another 
highlight, and estimated at $48,000. A superb collection of high grade Cop-
per and Silver includes a number of superb Proof issues including a lovely 
1937 Crown,  an UNC 1925 Penny with mint red estimated at $15,000, and 
a GEM 1946 Penny- one of the finest examples known-  is estimated at 
$8,500. These are just a few of the many Coin highlights.  

A 10 Shillings 1913 (R 1c) is the “poster child” banknote for the 100 years 
Anniversary of our Pre Decimal banknote currency in 2013. This example 
is in attractive VF condition, and is estimated at $50,000. This note is only 
one of the highlights in a strong offering of Pre Decimal and Pre Federation 
Banknotes. Other highlights include an UNC 10 Shillings Kell-Heathershaw 
(R 6), a very rare note in this condition, estimated at $70,000, a 10 Shillings 
1932 Thick signature gEF/aUNC estimated at $60,000, a gEF 10 Shillings 
1914 Collins-Allen (R2e) estimated at $35,000, and an UNC Kell-Collins 
(R 5) estimated at $35,000. An old time collection of Pre Federation Notes 
from a retiring collector comprising black and white specimens is being sold 
at extremely competitive prices, with many on offer at 10% of their current 
catalogue values, with prices starting from only a few thousand dollars for 
some very rare notes indeed that catalogue at up to 10 times the reserves. 

An amazing Million Serial Numbered trio comprising a Ten Shillings, 1 Pound 
and 5 Pound, all in UNC condition, and each with their original bundle labels 
is being sold as one lot. Estimated at $55,000, this is a highly desirable and 
rare item. There is a superb collection of British coins, of which the highlight 
is a very rare Crown 1697 in aUNC, estimated at $20,000. A stunning selec-
tion of Misprinted Banknotes and Mistruck coins are further highlights sure 
to excite. There is also a strong offering of Numismatic and Bullion Gold, 
along with the usual World and Proclamation Coins, mint products and nu-
merous unreserved and interesting bulk lots.

We will be doing limited viewing in Sydney at the Sheraton on the Park, 
Monday 18th and Tuesday 19th of March, single lots only with a maximum 
of 30 lots per viewer unless by prior arrangement. Call the office for appoint-
ments as usual. 

Happy Collecting to all! 

Some Sale 77 Auction Highlights and more…

Welcome to our first live Auction for 2013! As you would all be aware, we have only just finished our second live 
Online only Postal Bid sale. This has proven once again to be a great success and we envisage it will become a 
growing part of our Auction schedule! Our live sales are now also moving more online, with the ability to view 
and bid online, and to also see (up until close at 6pm AEDST Saturday the 23rd) exactly where the current bids 
are. This gives our postal bidders even more information in regards to bidding and prices, and moves us one step 
closer to going fully live online!

All non Online (phone/fax/post) postal bidders please note that bids will not be accepted after 6pm AEDST Friday 
22nd for manual entry. This is another good reason for bidders to move over to the online system, which will be 
open until 6pm AEDST on the Saturday, and will soon include automated accounts and an online portal to pay 
auction accounts.  

Once again in this sale we have several estates with a number of lots with low estimates/reserves that need to be 
cleared. Essentially though this auction is 99% new and fresh material, and is loaded with bargains galore with 
something for every buyer and level of collector. We are planning another Online Postal sale in the middle of the 
year, and our next Live sale (Sale 78) will be in September/October 2013. Submissions for this sale will be limited 
as we already have several large collections ready to catalogue, so don’t hesitate if you wish to submit items for 
any of our upcoming sales.
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Sunday 24th March 2013
Sofitel Gold Coast – 81 Surf Parade Broadbeach QLD. 

Important Auction Information: 
Viewing & Auction:  Sofitel Gold Coast 
   Level 3 Sorrento Room.

Viewing and Auction Times – Viewing – Auction day Sun-
day 24th 11am to 2pm.  The Auction will commence at 2pm 
with Session 1, and will take approximately 4 hours to com-
plete the whole auction. Session 2 will start with lot 335 after 
a short break.

Please visit the website www.iagauctions.com for further 
details and a map of the venue location, along with newly 
enhanced lot by lot item viewing, with full information and 
a new watchlist and bidding features for all registered users.

Interstate Viewing: 2 days in Sydney only. This will be 
strictly by appointment. Due to the limited time and space 
viewing will be limited to no more than 30 lots unless by 
prior arrangement.

Sydney:- Monday 18th and Tuesday 19th March 10am to 
4pm. Sheraton On the Park, 161 Elizabeth Street.  Executive 
Lounge Boardroom, Level 23. Please see Hotel reception to 
organise access.  
 
There will also be limited viewing for interstate clients only 
on Friday 22nd March, strictly by appointment, in our offices 
from 9-5pm, Level 2, 20-22 Queensland Avenue, Broad-
beach, Gold Coast, Queensland. Other times may be avail-
able by appointment only. Please call our office on (07) 55 
380300 for any further details, or for information regarding 
viewing appointments, or email us at mail@iagauctions.com  

Payment: All amounts are in Australian Dollars. Credit Cards 
(accepted with signature & full address details): MasterCard, 
Visa & AMEX only. A Surcharge of 3% will be applied to all 
AMEX card charges only.

Buyers Premium: A 16.5% total Buyers Premium will be 
added on to the knock-down price of all lots. Additional cred-
it card charges will be waived with any payments made with 
either Visa or MasterCard. 

Postal Bidders: Will be advised of successful bids, and items 
will be dispatched only upon receipt of payment in full. Un-
successful postal bidders will also be notified, and will re-
ceive an auction prices realised when they are posted. 

All postal (fax/phone/post) bidders please note: All bids must 
be received by 6pm AEDST Friday 22nd March, although 
earlier is advised. No bids will be accepted after this time, 
as all non online postal bidding will be entered and finalised 
at this point. Acceptance of online bids will also close at this 
time. Please keep in mind that the earliest received bid will 
always get preference in the case of there being two or more 
identical high bids registered. All postal bids are subject to 
the auction Terms and Conditions, and must be accepted 
(with fax and posted forms signed) before bids will be valid.

Web (online) Postal bids: Postal bids can now also be sub-
mitted directly via the website: www.iagauctions.com click 
either the online bidding form in the downloads section, as 
well as by members who can now build a “Watchlist” and 
submit bids automatically via logging on to their account and 
bidding via the website. Bidding via the website for all regis-
tered members will show their current successful/unsuccess-
ful bids in relation to other postal bids as they are received or 
to reserves. Bidding via the online website will close at 6pm 
on Saturday the 23rd AEDST. All web bids are subject to the 
auction Terms and Conditions, and must be accepted before 
bids will be valid.

Postage and Insurance: Small items under $200 - $7.50 via 
normal mail, Small items between $200 and $1000 - $12.50 
via registered post, Items over $1000 - $17.50 via registered 
post person to person, Heavier items over 500 grams have an 
additional charge of $2 per KG or part thereof. International 
post will be at cost but not insured.  Bullion Gold items will 
not be posted, please contact us to make other arrangements. 
Items will not be insured at all unless it is requested. Insur-
ance is charged at $1 per $100 upon request.   

Credit cards: Successful buyer’s lots will be processed and 
dispatched for existing clients upon clearance of all funds. 
At our discretion we reserve the right to hold new clients lots 
who pay by credit card for up to 60 days. All postal bid pay-
ments are to be completely finalised within 14 days of sale 
please. For any more information please contact us during 
business hours at our office on: (07) 55 380 300. Alterna-
tively you can email us at:
mail@iagauctions.com

Direct Bank Payments/Postage: Please advise us if  you are 
paying by electronic transfer to ensure that your payments 
get processed effectively. Make sure to include your name 
and invoice number in your payment. Please note that items 
won’t usually be dispatched before three days after cleared 
payment has been confirmed. Where possible, all items will 
be posted on a Monday or Tuesday.  

Bank:    ANZ Broadbeach   
Account:   Paradise Coins Pty Ltd. 
                     T/A International Auction Galleries
BSB:    014 513
Account No:   1027 43868

Happy Collecting to All.
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1 Cocos Keeling Islands 1 Rupee 1913. J 
Clunies Ross.   FINE

$100 - $110

2 Cocos Keeling Islands 2 Rupees 1913. J 
Clunies Ross.   FINE

$100 - $110

   

3 Cocos Keeling Islands 5 Rupees 1913. J 
Clunies Ross.   VF

$200 - $220

4 Cocos Keeling Islands 25 Cents 1913. J 
Clunies Ross.   FINE

$150 - $160

   

5 German New Guinea 10 Pfennig 1894A. 
Brown with hints of mint red.   UNC

$350 - $400

   

6 German New Guinea Half Mark 1894A. 
Light tone with mint bloom.   CH.UNC

$1100 - $1200

   

7 German New Guinea 2 Mark 1894A. Some 
light tone.   aEF/EF

$475 - $500

   

8 German New Guinea 5 Mark 1894A. Light 
old tone. Scarce.   UNC

$3000 - $3200

   

9 Germany 1/3 Thaler (12 Mariengroschen) 
1717AH August Wilhelm. Brunswick-
Wolfenbuttel, Wildman issue.   aEF

$150 - $160

10 Germany 2 Mark 1901F. Wilhelm II. 
Wurttemberg. Nice peripheral tone.   UNC

$110 - $120

   

11 Ireland Halfcrown 1689 Gunmoney. 
George II, August. Old ink number visible 
on Obverse.   aEF

$180 - $200

12 Ireland Halfcrown 1942.   UNC

$50 - $60
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13 Japan 2 Bu Mutsuhito. Meiji period.   gVF

$130 - $140

14 Lundy Puffin 1929. Mint purple/red.   UNC/
Ch.UNC

$35 - $40

   

15 New Zealand Threepence 1935. Key date. 
PCGS graded AU 53.   EF

$200 - $220

      

   16 New Zealand Waitangi 6 coin complete 
set Threepence to Crown 1935. Light even 
attractive grey tone. 3 small scratches on 
Obverse of the Half Crown else superb and 
well matched. In red leatherette case.   UNC

$12000 - $14000

17 New Zealand Half Crown 1941.   UNC

$140 - $150

     
  

  18 Prince Edward Island (Canada) Holey 
Dollar 1813. 5 Shillings, with official sun 
counterstamp, struck on a Mexico City Mint 
8 Reales 1793FM. Struck for use as local 
currency in the same manner as our Holey 
Dollars, and ascribed a similar value of 5 
Shillings. A similar lot sold In IAG Sale 67 for 
$9,786 inclusive of buyers premium. Very rare 
and a most interesting lot.   gVF

$4000 - $4500

   

19 Scotland 5 Shillings 1705. Anne, Reverse 
Thistle, no stops on Reverse type. (S. 
5704).    VF

$180 - $200

20 Straits Settlements 10 Cents 1918. George 
V. Light tone.   Ch.UNC

$70 - $80

   

21 Straits Settlements One Dollar 1903. 
Edward VII. B incuse.   aUNC/UNC

$180 - $200
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22 Swiss Cantons 5 Francs 1876. Shooting 
Thaler, Lausanne (city view).   UNC

$280 - $300

   

23 Switzerland 5 Francs 1885. Shooting 
Thaler, Bern. Mint lustre.   UNC/Ch.UNC

$160 - $180

24 USA 1 Cent 1828. Coronet Head type.   
gVF/aEF

$100 - $110

   

25 USA Feuchtwanger 1 Cent 1837. Obverse 
Eagle.    gVF

$180 - $200

26 Bolivia 2 Reales 1774JR. Charles III. Toned   
aVF

$90 - $100

   

27 GB Cartwheel Penny 1797. Glossy brown 
with hints of red.   UNC

$800 - $850

28 GB Shilling George III 1787.   gEF

$90 - $100

29 Guatemala 8 Reales 1804M. Charles IV. 
Toned.   gVF

$240 - $260

   

30 India Rupee c1793. Bengal Presidency. 
Mint bloom.    UNC

$160 - $180

   

31 India Gold Star Pagoda. Madras 
Presidency 1740-1807. Scarce.   EF

$350 - $380

32 Mexico Half Real 1752MM. Pillar type.   EF

$180 - $200

   

33 Mexico Pillar Dollar 8 Reales 1765MF. 
Charles III. Grey toned.   EF

$500 - $550

34 Mexico 8 Reales 1788FM. Charles III. Great 
date.   aVF

$150 - $160

35 Mexico 8 Reales 1791FM. Charles IV.   
gFINE/aVF

$110 - $120

36 Mexico 8 Reales 1797FM. Charles IV.   gVF

$150 - $160
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37 Mexico 8 Reales 1803PJ. Charles IV. 
Subdued bloom, Reverse scratch.   gVF

$130 - $140

38 Mexico 8 Reales 1804TH. Charles IV.   

 gVF/aEF

$240 - $250

39 Mexico 8 Reales 1808TH. Charles IV.   

 EF

$300 - $325

   

40 Netherlands Gulden 1793. Utrecht. Steel 
grey tone.   aUNC

$180 - $200

41 Netherlands Gulden 1795. Gelderland. 
Dark toned.   VF

$110 - $120

42 Netherlands Ducaton 1768. Zeeland. 
Toned.   aFINE

$90 - $100

   

43 Netherlands 3 Gulden 1794. West 
Friesland. Old dark tone.   EF

$300 - $325

   

44 Netherlands 3 Gulden 1795. Batavia. Light 
tone with mint bloom.   aUNC/UNC

$375 - $400

   

45 Netherlands Gold Ducat 1724. Utrecht. 
NGC graded MS 63. Some mint bloom.   
Ch.UNC

$1100 - $1200

46 Peru 2 Reales 1781MI. Charles III.   

 gVF

$110 - $120

   

47 Portugal Half Johanna 1790R. Maria I. 
Considerable mint lustre.   aUNC/UNC

$1800 - $2000

    
  

  48 Portugal Johanna 1731M. Joannes V. A lovely 
example with mint bloom. Scarce.   aUNC/
UNC

$9000 - $10000

   

49 Spain Gold Half Escudo 1795J. Ferdinand 
VI.   gVF

$260 - $280
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50 Spain Gold 4 Escudos 1780PJ. Charles III.   
aEF

$650 - $700

Halfpenny

51 1919. Once lightly cleaned, with mint red 
appearance, and possible light lacquering?   
aUNC/UNC

$90 - $100

   

52 1923. Key date. Scarce.   FINE

$850 - $900

   

53 1923. Key date. Scarce.   FINE/gFINE

$900 - $950

   

54 1923. Key date. 6 Pearls, minor Reverse 
flan flaw. Scarce.   gFINE

$950 - $1000

55 1932. Once lightly cleaned, with mint red 
appearance.   aUNC/UNC

$70 - $80

56 1933. Once lightly cleaned, with mint red 
appearance.   aUNC/UNC

$70 - $80

57 1934. Once lightly cleaned, with mint red 
appearance.   aUNC/UNC

$60 - $70

58 1934. Mint red and brown. Metal striations 
on Obverse.   UNC

$180 - $200

59 1939. First Reverse. Mostly red.   UNC

$70 - $90

   

60 1939 Roo. Brown with the barest hint of 
red.   aUNC/UNC

$140 - $150

   

61 1939 Roo. Mostly mint red.   UNC

$600 - $650

62 1941. Red and brown.   Ch.UNC

$100 - $110

63 1959. Blazing full mint red.   GEM UNC

$50 - $60

Penny

   

64 1915H. Scarce date. Brown.   EF

$300 - $350
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65 1917. Traces of red, Obverse stain.   aUNC

$70 - $80

66 1925. Key date.   gFINE

$110 - $120

67 1925. Key date.   gFINE

$110 - $120

   

68 1925. Key date. 6 clear pearls and full 
centre diamond, Obverse scratch.   gVF

$220 - $240

69 1925. Key date. Minor Obverse scratches.   
VF

$170 - $180

   

70 1933/2 Overdate.   gVF

$130 - $140

   

71 1934. Mint brown and red rainbow tone.   
Ch.UNC

$200 - $220

   

72 1946. Key date. Hints of mint red. Appears 
to be some slight PVC adhesion. Scarce.   
gEF/aUNC

$350 - $400

73 1950. Mostly red.   UNC

$30 - $40

74 1950Y. Trace of red.   UNC

$70 - $80

75 1951. Mostly red.   UNC/Ch.UNC

$30 - $40

Threepence

   

76 1910. Old dark tone with mint bloom.   
UNC

$80 - $90

77 1912. Toned.   gVF

$80 - $90

78 1918.   gEF

$60 - $70

   

79 1921M. Mint bloom.   Ch.UNC

$280 - $300

   

80 1934/3 Overdate.   VF

$180 - $200

81 1938. Mint bloom.   Ch.UNC/GEM

$70 - $80

82 1947. Mint bloom.   Ch.UNC

$110 - $120
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83 1953. Old tone with mint bloom.   GEM 
UNC

$160 - $180

Sixpence

84 1910. Old dark tone.   UNC/Ch.UNC

$375 - $400

85 1911.   gVF

$60 - $70

86 1921.   EF

$80 - $90

87 1922. Cleaned of light tone.   gVF

$90 - $100

88 1923.   aEF

$70 - $80

   

89 1923.   EF

$140 - $150

90 1926.   gEF

$40 - $50

91 1927. Toned.   aUNC

$110 - $120

92 1954. Prooflike surfaces and rims.   GEM 
UNC

$40 - $50

Shilling

   

93 1910. Light edge tone.   aUNC

$140 - $150

94 1920.   gFINE

$40 - $50

95 1921 Star. Key date.   aFINE

$50 - $60

96 1933. Key date.   VG/aFINE

$100 - $120

97 1933. Key date.   VG/aFINE

$100 - $120

   

98 1933. Key date. Possibly lightly polished 
on Obverse, some Reverse tone.   gEF

$450 - $500

   

99 1935. Underlying bloom.   aUNC/UNC

$160 - $180

   

100 1935. Gunmetal tone.   aUNC/UNC

$160 - $180

   

101 1936. Light tone.   UNC

$140 - $160
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102 1943. Soft tone with some bloom.   
Ch.UNC

$180 - $200

Florin

   

103 1910.   gFINE/aVF

$140 - $150

104 1912.   aVF

$170 - $180

105 1914. Obverse scratches.   

 aVF

$50 - $60

   

106 1914H.   aVF

$220 - $240

   

107 1922.   VF

$200 - $220

108 1927 Canberra. PCGS graded MS 63. Toned.   
Ch.UNC

$100 - $110

   

109 1928. PCGS graded AU 55.   gEF

$170 - $180

110 1931. PCGS graded AU 58. Rusty looking 
tone.   aUNC

$90 - $100

111 1932. Key date.   VG/aFINE

$140 - $150

112 1932. Key date.   VG/aFINE

$140 - $150

   

113 1932. Key date.   VG/aFINE

$140 - $150

114 1932. Key date.   VG/aFINE

$140 - $150

115 1932. Key date.   VG/aFINE

$140 - $150

   

116 1951 Jubilee. PCGS graded MS 64. Mint 
bloom and light tone.   Ch.UNC/GEM

$110 - $120

117 1953. PCGS graded MS 64.   Ch.UNC/GEM

$140 - $150

118 1954 Royal Visit.   UNC

$20 - $25
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119 1954. Royal Visit. (2 coins).   UNC/Ch.UNC

$90 - $100

   

120 1954 Royal Visit. PCGS graded MS 64. 
Mint bloom and light tone.   Ch.UNC/GEM

$110 - $120

Crown

121 1937. Bag marks and light scratch on 
Obverse.   UNC

$110 - $120

122 1937. Light tone with mint bloom.   UNC

$110 - $120

123 1937. PCGS graded MS 63. Mint bloom.   
Ch.UNC

$140 - $150

124 1938. Toned.   gVF

$140 - $150

   

125 1938.   gVF/aEF

$160 - $180

Postal Bidders:
Bids for this sale can be submitted by:
Email, Fax, Online Forms or via our 

Live Online Bidding with a valid account

www.iagauctions.com

 
 

126 5 Shillings Van Diemens Land, Hobart 
Town 189-. Black and White Printer’s 
Proof on thin card. Rare.    gEF

$600 - $700
 

127 Handwritten Third of Exchange no 10, 22-4-
1826. Hobart Town Van Diemens Land for 9 
Pounds to Mr Gamaliel Butler (on account 
of the widow of the late Quartermaster 
William Leach Royal Artillery, Ann Leach). 
Payable by the Paymasters, Royal Artillery 
Drivers, London. Signed John Dunn (a 
merchant banker as a shareholder of the 
Bank of Van Diemens Land, and foundation 
director of the Derwent Bank). Very rare.   
gVF

$2000 - $2500
 

128 Bill of Exchange, Third of Exchange no 15, 
15-9-1826. Hobart Town Van Diemens 
Land for the large sum of 1,600 Pounds 
on printed form to Jocelyn Thomas Esq. (A 
public servant and landowner, appointed 
acting Colonial Treasurer by Lieutenant-
Governor (Sir) George Arthur in 1825). 
Payable by the Right Honourable, The Lords 
Commissioners of His Majesty’s Treasury 
London. Printed form signed by A. Moodie, 
and signed on the back by Jocelyn Thomas. 
Very rare.    gVF

$3000 - $3500
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129 Bill of Exchange, Third of Exchange no 23, 
29-4-1829. Hobart Town Van Diemens 
Land for 200 Pounds on printed form to 
Mr J.T Gellibrand (the Attorney General of 
Van Deimens Land, later suspended and 
continued to practice law as a barrister). 
Payable by the Right Honourable, The 
Lords Commissioners of His Majesty’s 
Treasury London. Printed form signed by 
A. Moodie. Very rare.    gVF

$3000 - $3500

 

 

130 Bill of Exchange, Third of Exchange 23-
1-1839. Hobart Town Van Diemens Land 
for 150 Pounds on printed form to Mr 
Gamaliel Butler. Inscribed on bottom to 
Mr W.H Faire & W.J Websler, Richmond, 
Surry. Signed in black ink and initialled in 
red. Also Autobiographical Book of note 
designer Thomas Bock, Convict Engraver 
and Society Portraitist.   EF

$2000 - $2500

131 One Pound Western Australia Bank, Perth 
1844. (MVR 1). Unissued remainder.   

 UNC

$1100 - $1200

 

  
  

  132 One Pound Commercial Bank of Sydney, 
Sydney NSW 18--. (MVR 3). Printer’s uniface 
colour trial Specimen, with No 2 hand written 
in margin in ink. Imprint engraved by W&K 
Johnston Edinburgh for Cowan & Co. Many 
multiple pinholes in left hand margin and 
slight paper toning. Very rare.    EF

$11000 - $12000

 

  
  

  133 One Pound Oriental Bank of Sydney, Sydney 
NSW 14-04-1879. Fully signed and issued 
(MVR 1c). Signed by the manager Wilson. 
Imprint bottom left Perkins, Bacon and Co. 
London. Ex. The Nicholson collection lot 1585. 
Very rare.   aVF

$11000 - $12000
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  134 Five Pounds Bank of New South Wales, Sydney 
NSW. Stamped 1st July 08 (1908). Imprint 
Charles Skipper and East, London (MVR 7f). 
Fully signed and issued, with exceptionally 
clear ink stamp and attractive eye appeal. A 
number of pinholes and folds, but with good 
colour and body. Extremely rare type.   VF

$10000 - $12000

The following Pre Federation notes are the first 
offering from an old time collection of a retiring 
Gentleman who is moving overseas.
 

135 One Pound The Bank of Australasia, 
Victoria, Ballaarat (sic) 3-10-1864 (MVR 
2a). Black and White uniface Printer’s 
Proof. Cut corners as usual. Pencil notation 
on Manager signatory line ‘from this ‘ and 
2 crosses above date. Edge tear. Rare.   
aUNC

$2800 - $3000

 

136 One Pound The Bank of Australasia, South 
Australia, Adelaide 15-9-1866 (MVR 2a). 
Black and White uniface Printer’s Proof. 
Pencil notation on Manager signatory line 
‘to this: May 14th ‘66’. Some age marks. 
Rare.   aUNC

$2800 - $3000

 

137 One Pound Union Bank of Australia, 
Geelong 1-1-186- (MVR 2a). Black and 
White uniface Specimen. Large tear bottom 
right and corner missing. Pencil notation 
on Accountant signatory line ‘from this’ 
and an ‘x’ below date. Some age marks. 
Rare.   aUNC

$3300 - $3400

 

138 Thirty Shillings The Royal Bank of Australia, 
Launceston 18-- (MVR 1). Black and White 
uniface Specimen on printer’s card. Some 
age marks. Very rare.   aUNC

$5500 - $6000
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139 Five Pounds The Bank of Australasia, 
Launceston 18-- (MVR 1a). Black and White 
uniface Specimen on card. Pencil notation 
at bottom ‘May 1st/52’. Some age marks 
and stains on back. Very rare.   aUNC

$5000 - $5500

 

140 Five Pound Union Bank of Australia, 
Portland 18-- (MVR 1a). Black and White 
uniface Specimen on printer’s card. Cut 
corners as usual, with pencil notation 
on bottom ‘March 15th 1854’. Some age 
marks. Very rare.   aUNC

$5250 - $5500

 

141 Ten Pounds The Bank of Australasia, 
Maitland 18-- (MVR 1b). Black and White 
uniface Specimen. Pencil notation at 
bottom ‘April 13th/52’. Some age marks. 
Very rare.   EF

$5500 - $6000

 

142 Ten Pounds Union Bank of Australia, 
Goulbourn 18-- (MVR 2a). Black and White 
uniface Specimen on printer’s card. Cut 
corners as usual, with pencil notation on 
bottom ‘April 18th 1854’. Some dirt and 
stains. Very rare.   EF

$6000 - $6500

 

143 Twenty Pounds The Bank of Australasia, 
Melbourne 18-- (MVR 1b). Black and 
White uniface Specimen. Large signature 
on Reverse in pencil. Tea stains and some 
age marks. Unique.   aUNC

$4000 - $4250

 

144 Fifty Pounds The Bank of Australasia, 
Sydney 18-- (MVR 1b). Black and White 
uniface Printer’s Proof. One large and 
several small tears L/H edge and corner 
missing. Pencil notation on Accountant 
signatory line ‘from this’ and an ‘x’ below 
date. Some old stains and dirt. Unique.   
gVF/aEF

$3100 - $3200
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145 Fifty Pounds The Royal Bank of Australia, 
Sydney 18-- (MVR 1). Black and White 
uniface Specimen on printer’s card. Small 
paper adhesion on bottom right, large 
signature on back in pencil. Some age 
marks. Unique.   aUNC

$6000 - $6500

IMPORTANT
Please ensure all mail bids are re-
ceived by us no later than Friday 22nd  
March. Internet bids will close 6pm  

AEDST Saturday 23rd March.

  
  

  146 Ten Shillings Great Britain Treasury Note, John 
Bradbury 1915. Over-printed in red in Turkish-
Arabic ‘Piastres Silver 60’ for circulation during 
WWI in British occupied Gallipoli (Dardanelles 
Campaign), Palestine & Iraq. Used by ANZACS 
and British soldiers. Very rare consecutive 
pair, and never before seen by us as such. In 
lovely original condition with a light hint of a 
centre fold. Extremely rare.   aUNC

$11000 - $12000

147 Sixpence Hay Internment Camps WW II. 
Camp 7, 1-3-1941 Epstein-Stahl. A nice 
example. Rare.   EF

$12000 - $14000

  
  

  148 Ten Shillings. 1913 Collins-Allen (R 1c). Red serial number type. An attractive exmple of this rare issue. 
Good colour with strong paper and a couple of old folds but otherwise a no problems superior example. 2013 
celebrates the 100 year anniversary of this, the first Australian Banknote issued, and this note would make a 
great type example for anyone looking to fill this spot in their collection with the sort of attractive mid grade 
note that doesn’t appear on the market very often. Very rare.   VF

$50000 - $55000
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  150 1915 Collins-Allen (R 2e). A fresh new find not previously offered publicly. Good strong paper with superb 
colour and good overall appeal. One of the finer issues known of this very rare issue.   gEF

$35000 - $40000

  
  

  151 1926 Kell-Collins (R 5). Fully crisp and original, and a new discovery. Rare in this grade and under-rated, being 
only the second such example seen on the market in many years.    UNC

$35000 - $38000

  
  

  149 1915 Collins-Allen (R 2aL). Prefix N type. A very rare & under-rated note, with only about 12 or 13 examples 
known, with most in very low grade. This example would rank amongst the finer of this type, as aVF is the 
highest recorded grade. A presentable no problems note still with decent paper and colour. Very rare.   FINE/
gFINE

$13000 - $14000
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153 1928 Riddle-Heathershaw (R 7).   

 aVF

$1200 - $1400

154 1928 Riddle-Heathershaw (R 7). Nice 
natural crisp note.   gVF

$2000 - $2200

  
  

  155 1928 Riddle-Heathershaw (R 7). Crisp with 
nice fresh paper. Rare in this grade.   UNC

$20000 - $22000

 

  
  

  152 1927 Kell-Heathershaw (R 6). Very rare issue, and seldom seen in higher grade with many low grade 
notes known. A new note to the market, and one of the finest of this issue known. Very rare.   UNC

$70000 - $75000

  
  

  156 1933 Riddle-Sheehan (R 8a). Thick signature type. One of the finest known of this rare issue, generally seen 
mostly in lower grade, with only one or two examples known in equal or higher grade. Ex IAG Sale 62 August 
2002, lot 132. A highly desirable note, and a great opportunity to upgrade this rarely seen in high grade note 
for the advanced collector. Very rare.   gEF/aUNC

$60000 - $62000
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157 1936 Riddle-Sheehan (R 11). Trace of light 
centre fold.   aUNC

$3000 - $3500

158 1939 Sheehan-McFarlane (R 12).   gEF

$650 - $700

159 1939 Sheehan-McFarlane (R 12).   aUNC

$850 - $900

160 1949 Coombs-Watt (R 14).   aUNC/UNC

$450 - $500

161 1949 Coombs-Watt (R 14).   UNC

$1100 - $1200

162 1952 Coombs-Wilson (R 15).   UNC

$1100 - $1200

163 1952 Coombs-Wilson (R 15). Fresh, with 
light pay packet bend. Consecutive pair.   
aUNC/UNC

$900 - $1000

164 1954 Coombs-Wilson (R 16).   UNC

$300 - $350

One Pound

165 1914 Collins-Allen (R 18d). Small rust hole 
and bottom edge tear.   aFINE

$900 - $1000

166 1918 Cerutty-Collins (R 21). Crisp paper 
with some folds and minor dirt marks.   
gFINE/aVF

$2000 - $2200

  
  

  167 1918 Cerutty-Collins (R 21). Two very light 
bends with minor handling, and good paper 
and strong colour. A fantastic type example, 
and seldom seen in really top condition. Rare 
in this grade.   aUNC

$25000 - $27000

  
  

  168 1918 Cerutty-Collins (R 21). Consecutive pair. A new discovery and previously unrecorded as such. 
Lovely fresh, original notes with crisp paper and fresh bright colours, and three heavy pay packet 
folds but minimal wear. One of only a few known pairs, and extremely rare as such.   gEF

$55000 - $60000
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169 1923 Miller-Collins (R 23a). Imprint type. 
Crisp paper with many ‘crinkly’ folds.   
gFINE

$550 - $600

 

170 1923 Miller-Collins (R 23b). No imprint 
type. Crisp, flat with virtually no trace of 
wear.   aUNC/UNC

$12000 - $14000

171 1926 Kell-Collins (R 24). Crisp, paper 
crinkly.

   aVF

$650 - $700

172 1927 Riddle-Heathershaw (R 26).   VF

$400 - $450

173 1938 Sheehan-McFarlane (R 29). 
Consecutive pair. Hint of two very light roll 
folds.   UNC

$1900 - $2000

174 1942 Armitage-McFarlane (R 30a). 
Consecutive pair.   UNC

$1000 - $1100

175 1942 Armitage-McFarlane (R 30a). 
Consecutive trio.   UNC

$1500 - $1600

176 1942 Armitage-McFarlane (R 30a). Larger 
than usual consecutive run of 6 notes.    
UNC

$2800 - $3000

177 1952 Coombs-Wilson (R 32).   

 UNC

$550 - $600

178 1952 Coombs-Wilson (R 32). Consecutive 
pair. Light pay packet fold.   aUNC

$600 - $650

Five Pound 

  
  

  179 1914 Collins-Allen (R 36b). U Prefix type. 
Extremely rare in this grade, and a very under-
rated note. Only 17 examples recorded, 
this note previously unsighted prior to our 
discovery and would probably be the 6th or 
7th finest. Good original crisp paper with nice 
colour. Very rare and keenly priced as such.   
aVF

$24000 - $25000

 

180 1918 Cerutty-Collins (R 37b). Type note, 
somewhat worn and dirty, but a complete 
no problems example.   VG/aFINE

$2000 - $2200

181 1927 Riddle-Heathershaw (R 42). Nice type 
note.   VF

$2100 - $2200

 

182 1927 Riddle-Heathershaw (R 42). 
Consecutive pair. Crisp with three old 
folds. Scarce as a pair.   gVF

$8000 - $8500
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184 1933 Riddle-Sheehan R/10 (R 44bF). White 
face of King. First prefix issued. Natural note 
with old folds.   aVF

$1700 - $1800

185 1941 Armitage-McFarlane (R 46).   

 aUNC

$1000 - $1100

 

186 1941 Armitage-McFarlane (R 46). 
Consecutive pair. Crisp and fresh notes.   
UNC

$7000 - $7500

187 1954 Coombs-Wilson (R 49).    UNC

$600 - $650

188 1954 Coombs-Wilson (R 49). Consecutive 
pair.   UNC

$1200 - $1400

189 1960 Coombs-Wilson (R 50). Consecutive 
pair.   aUNC/UNC

$500 - $550

190 1960 Coombs-Wilson (R 50). Consecutive 
pair.   UNC

$1000 - $1100

Ten Pound

  
  

  191 1913 Collins-Allen (R 51). A previously 
unreported note. A great type example of one 
of our first note issues from 100 years ago, 
and missing from most collections. Worn, with 
multiple folds and some minor tears, and with 
a corner missing on the left had side, corner 
rounding and some slight rust. A rare issue 
that mostly exists in lower grade, with only 2 
of the 16 known better than FINE. Very rare 
and seldom offered, and still a presentable 
example.   VG

$15000 - $16000

  
  

  183 1927 Riddle-Heathershaw (R 42). Crisp, with the barest hint of a centre bend. Part of the 
Q/21 255... consecutive run. Scarce.   UNC

$28000 - $30000
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  193 1934 Riddle-Sheehan V/3 (R 57L). Ex Max 
Stern in the 1970’s where it has remained 
since. Straight and fresh from a bundle. Full 
waxy sheen to the surfaces, crisp and original 
with virtually no signs of handling apart from 
a trace of a nearly invisible bend. Superb and 
one of the finest examples of this type we 
have handled. Rare.   UNC

$24000 - $25000

 

  
  

  194 1952 Coombs-Wilson (R 61). A lovely crisp 
and fresh original note, and the key note to 
the George VI series. Very rare this nice and 
seldom seen in UNC.   UNC

$16000 - $17000

 

195 1954 Coombs-Wilson (R 62). Consecutive 
pair.   aUNC

$1200 - $1400

196 1960 Coombs-Wilson (R 63).   

 EF

$300 - $325

 

197 1960 Coombs-Wilson (R 63). Consecutive 
trio.   UNC

$4000 - $4200

Catalogue Subscriptions:

$15 per year. Includes 2 posted 
hard copies for live sales.

  
  

  192 1927 Riddle-Heathershaw (R 55). Crisp paper and good colour. A great type note of the rare 
George V 10 Pound gold bearing series. Scarce.   gEF/aUNC

$30000 - $32000
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  198 One Thousand Pound 1924 Kell-Collins (R 70b). A unique issued Specimen banknote of 1924 with serials 
2a 58383, officially cancelled by the Commonwealth Bank. The note has the words ‘Australian Note. The 
Treasurer of the Commonwealth of Australia promises to pay the Bearer One Thousand Pounds in gold coin on 
demand at the Commonwealth Treasury at the seat of government’ on the front, and is signed by James Kell 
(Chairman of Directors, Note Issue Dept. Commonwealth Bank, and Jas. R Collins, Secretary to the Treasurer. 
Officially perforated ‘Cancelled’ twice, with 4 punch holes. This note was presented to Interpol to be used as 
an example of genuine Australian Currency in the identification of forgeries. Historically, 1000 Pound Notes 
were used internally in transfers by the Reserve Bank, and this is the only known example of an issued 1000 
Pound note of this issue known in Private hands, as the balance of notes have been officially destroyed. 

 Provenance: Noble Numismatics Sale 58 July 1998, lot 4877, Noble Numismatics Sale 86 November 2007, lot 
2918 (where it realised $1,223,250), and The Rare Coin Company.

 Possibly the most important Banknote in the Australian series, being the highest denomination banknote 
known, and the only known example of an issued 1000 Pound from 1924 (IAG also sold an unissued Specimen 
1000 Pound of a different design in Sale 68, September 2008 for $1,036,850). A note of Worldwide significance 
and importance of the utmost rarity.   VF

Sold by private treaty prior to Auction



G.P.N. Watt Biography:
George Percival Norman Watt (1890-1983) held a number of 
highly significant and varied positions of note in the public and 
private sector over a long period of time. From 1905 -1911 he 
was a clerk in the Victorian Railways and then became Sec-
retary to the Treasurer of the State. In 1911 he then moved 
to the Navy Finance and Accounts Branch, and was denied 
permission to enlist as his services were deemed required. In 
1923 he obtained a transfer to Sydney as Civil Secretary of 
Naval Establishments where he remained until 1928. From 
1928 -1941 he was involved in Commonwealth Public Ser-
vice Arbitration, and then when war broke out he moved on 
to the Defence Division of Treasury. 

The period from 1945-1951 was Watt’s “Treasury” period, 
and with a move to Canberra he became Deputy Secretary 
to the Treasurer, and then not long after, Secretary to the Treas-
urer. His signature is of course as such to be found on the official currency issues of this 
time (1949) in the denominations released for circulation from Ten Shillings to Ten Pounds. 

With the defeat of the Chifley Government in 1949 Watt then 
moved out of public service to eventually take up a position 
of Chairman of TAA (Trans Australian Airlines) with which 
he had a prior involvement in the beginnings of the Airlines 
Commissions in 1946 (he was also its Chairman). He was 
also later associated with Volkswagen and Yorkshire Life, 
was the first Chairman of Glanvill Holland, and then was in-

volved with Qantas in its post war development be-
fore retirement. 

G.P.N. Watt (throughout his life he preferred being 
called Norman or Norm) was awarded a Companion 
of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and 
St. George (CMG) in 1951, and an ordinary Com-
mander of the Civil Division of the Most Excellent 
Order of the British Empire (CBE) in 1957. (Note – 
the above information has been drawn from Watt’s 
own autobiography, which is included in this sale 
along with his citations).
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199  Set of 4 Specimen Presentation notes 1949 Coombs-Watt in original 
blue presentation album as presented to G.P.N Watt. Comprises the four Pre 
Decimal Issue notes issued in 1949 - Ten Shillings, One Pound, Five Pound and 
Ten Pound and co-signed by G.P.N. Watt, Secretary to the Treasurer, and G. 
Coombs, Governor of the Commonwealth Bank. The notes have been carefully 
mounted (without adhesive) for preservation in a specially gold embossed 
presentation album with ‘Specimen Australian Notes’ and ‘G.P.N.Watt, Esq.’ 
and the Commonwealth Bank insignia on the front. 

Other related material also included is Watt’s citations - he was awarded a 
Companion of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George 
(CMG) in 1951, and an ordinary Commander of the Civil Division of the Most 
Excellent Order of the British Empire (CBE) in 1957. These include the original 
Medals in boxes of issue as presented, and a copy of his autobiography 
‘G.P.N. Watt and his Forebears’. A highly important offering, and possibly the 
most significant officially presented set offered here for the first time by the 
family of G.P.N. Watt.   UNC

$500000 - $550000



200 Complete Type I Specimen 
set 1966-1967 of ten notes in 
presentation album $1 to $20 as 
presented to G.P.N Watt, former 
Secretary to the Treasurer and signatory 
to the Australian Pre Decimal Banknote 

series of 1949 at the request of the Governor at the time. 
This set was presented to dignitaries such as G.P.N. Watt 
as a way to describe the story and production of the new 
currency, and also includes two presentation letters 
from the Reserve Bank signed by A.C. McPherson (one 

for the 1966 issues, and one for the later $5). A significant and highly 
important set, and perhaps the rarest example of this Specimen set 
issued due to the significance of it’s provenance.   UNC

$85000 - $90000
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201 Halfpenny Henry VIII 1526-44. 2nd coinage 
(S. 2334).   VF

$110 - $120

   

202 Penny Cnut 1016-35 AD. Short cross type, 
Norwich mint. (S. 1159). Old golden grey 
tone.   EF

$700 - $750

   

203 Penny George III 1806. (S. 3780). Brown 
and red/purple mint lustre.   UNC

$300 - $325

204 Groat Henry VIII (1509-1547). From the 
Cranworth Find of Tudor coins, discovered 
in the garden of a Norfolk farmhouse in 
1996. In Downies box with certificate.   

 VF

$260 - $280

   

205 Groat Henry VIII 1526-44. 2nd coinage (S. 
2337e).   VF

$325 - $350

   

206 Fourpence William and Mary 1689. (S. 
3439). Old grey tone.    EF

$240 - $260

   

207 Shilling Charles I 1635/36. Tower mint (S. 
2791).   aVF

$240 - $250

    
  

  208 Shilling Charles I 1625-49. Pontefract besieged 
lozenge shaped silver Shilling 1648. (S. 3149). 
Minor flan crack as normal for this usually 
crude issue, but a lovely example with old 
steel grey tone, and a great clear image of 
Pontefract castle. Rare, especially this nice.   
gVF

$5000 - $5500

 

   

209 Gothic Florin 1878. (S. 3900). Fresh mint 
bloom with light tone. Scarce this nice.   
Ch.UNC/GEM

$500 - $550
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210 Double Florin 1887. PCGS graded MS 62. 
Nice old toning.   UNC/Ch.UNC

$70 - $80

    
  

  211 Halfcrown Oliver Cromwell 1658 (S. 3227A). 
Classical and popular style with some dark 
tone. Scarce.   gEF

$5250 - $5500

 

    
  

  212 Halfcrown Charles II 1666 (S. 3363). Third bust 
type. Toned with some traces of lustre. High 
catalogue value. Rare.   gVF/aEF

$5500 - $6000

 

   

213 Halfcrown William III 1697 (S. 3491). 
Nono, N (Norwich) below bust type. 
Toned. Scarce.   gVF/aEF

$2000 - $2200

    
  

  214 Halfcrown George I 1723 SSC (S. 3643). Deep 
dark old tone. Scarce and interesting type 
referencing the South Sea Company.   EF

$3100 - $3200

    
  

  215 Halfcrown George II 1734 (S. 3692). Septimo 
type. Dark gunmetal tone. Scarce.   aUNC

$3100 - $3200

    
  

  216 Halfcrown George III 1751 (S. 3696). Well 
struck example with gunmetal toning and 
traces of mint bloom. Scarce.   aUNC

$3200 - $3400
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217 Halfrown Victoria 1882 (S. 3889). Subdued 
tone with mint bloom.   Ch.UNC

$900 - $1000

   

218 Crown Charles II 1671 (S. 3357). Gunmetal 
tone, with some trace lustre. Scarce.   
gVF/aEF

$2300 - $2400

    
  

  219 Crown Charles II 1676 (S. 3358). Octavo, third 
bust. Gunmetal tone. Scarce.   aEF

$4200 - $4400

   

220 Crown William III 1696 (S. 3470). Octavo, 
first draped bust. Toned with some red 
green lustre highlights. Scarce.   gEF

$2500 - $2600

 

    
  

  221 Crown William III 1697 (S. 3473). Sharply struck with attractive old dark gunmetal toning and 
lustre in the lettering. A very rare date, with a high catalogue value. Rare.   aUNC

$20000 - $22000
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  222 Crown William III 1700 (S. 3474). Sharply 
struck with attractive gunmetal toning and 
some mint bloom. Scarce.   gEF

$3000 - $3250

   

223 Crown Anne 1707 (S. 3578). Sexto. Old red 
and blue tone. Scarce.   EF

$2300 - $2400

    
  

  224 Crown George I 1726 (S. 3639A). Tertio, small 
roses and plumes in angles. Dark gunmetal 
tone. Scarce.   aEF/EF

$4400 - $4500

   

225 Crown George II 1750 (S. 3690). Qvarto, 
old laur. and draped bust. Light tone with 
some mint bloom. Scarce.   EF/gEF

$3600 - $3700

   

226 Gold Spade Guinea 1788. Polished, with 
traces of mount removed.   FINE

$450 - $500

   

227 Gold Spade Guinea George III 1798. Full 
mint bloom, and a beautiful example.   
UNC

$1500 - $1600

   

228 Half Dollar Emergency issue on Spain 4 
Reales 1780PR. Oval counterstamp, George 
III (S. 3767). Scarce.   gVF

$950 - $1000

   

229 Trade Dollar 1896. 2nd coinage (S. 2334).   
aEF

$110 - $120

230 100 Years of British Silver 7 coin set of 
Crowns. Includes 1845 Victoria Young Head, 
1890 Victoria Jubilee, 1893 Victoria Veiled 
Head, 1902 Edward VII, 1911 Trade Dollar, 
1935 George V, 1937 George VI.     VG-VF

$280 - $300
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232 1961 Coombs-Wilson (R 17s). Cleaned, 
with some old stains.   aFINE

$480 - $500

  
  

  233 1961 Coombs-Wilson (R 17s). Fresh, crisp 
original note. A lovely example, as if straight 
from a bundle. Scarce.   UNC

$17000 - $18000

 

One Pound

234 1953 Coombs-Wilson (R 33s). A nice type 
example. Two folds.   gVF/aEF

$2400 - $2500

235 1961 Coombs-Wilson (R 34bs). Cleaned.   
aFINE

$550 - $600

 

236 1961 Coombs-Wilson (R 34bs). Some very 
light handling but an otherwise nice type 
note.   gEF/aUNC

$6000 - $6500

One Dollar

237 1966 Coombs-Wilson (R 71s). Consecutive 
pair. One note is UNC, the other aUNC/
UNC with two light flicks/folds. Nice fresh 
original notes.   aUNC/UNC-UNC

$4000 - $4500

  
  

  231 Ten Shillings 1952 Coombs-Wilson (R 15s). A crisp and fresh original note, virtually straight 
out of a bundle, and very rare as such. Ex M.P Vort-Ronald Sale, March 1988, and illustrated 
in Australian Banknotes and Renniks.    UNC

$45000 - $50000
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238 1969 Phillips-Randall (R 73s). A fresh original 
note, with a hint of a teller flick.   UNC

$2500 - $2600

Two Dollar 
 

239 1966 Coombs-Randall (R 81s). Solid 
serial numbers ZFF 55555*. A unique and 
interesting note being both a solid serial 
numbered note and a star note, only a few 
examples of such known. Rare.   FINE

$2800 - $3000

Ten Dollar

240 1966 Coombs-Wilson (R 301s).   aVF

$700 - $750

241 1968 Phillips-Randall (R 303s).   VG/aFINE

$250 - $275

  
  

  242 1968 Phillips-Randall (R 303s). Solid serial 
numbers ZSF 77777*. A unique and interesting 
note being both a solid serial numbered note 
and a star note, only a few examples of such 
known. Rare.   aVF

$4500 - $5000

 

Twenty Dollar

243 1968 Phillips-Randall (R 403s). Slightly 
trimmed on L/H edge.   aFINE

$450 - $500

244 1968 Phillips-Randall (R 403s). Edge 
thinning and small split at bottom.   aVF

$600 - $700

Ten Dollar

  
  

  245 1988 Johnston-Fraser Polymer Type 5 (SP 
29a). Serials AA 00 000 000, specimen number 
0518. Scarce.   UNC

$14000 - $15000

 

Fifty Dollar

  
  

  246 1974 Phillips-Wheeler Type 3. (SP 21). High 
catalogue value. Scarce.   UNC

$14000 - $15000

 

247 South Africa Kruggerrand 1973.   UNC

$1500 - $1550

248 South Africa Kruggerrand 1974.   UNC

$1500 - $1550
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249 South Africa Kruggerrand 1976.   UNC

$1500 - $1550

250 South Africa Kruggerrand 1976.   UNC

$1500 - $1550

251 South Africa Kruggerrand 1977.   UNC

$1500 - $1550

252 South Africa Kruggerrand 1979.   UNC

$1500 - $1550

253 USA restrike $1 1853.   EF

$30 - $40

254 USA $2 1/2 Dollar 1912. Indian head.   VF

$180 - $200

   

255 USA $10 1913 Indian Head.   EF

$750 - $800

256 USA $20 1890. Polished.   VF

$1450 - $1500

Half Sovereign

    
  

  257 1866 Sydney Mint Type II. Sharply struck with 
a few minor Obverse field marks. Very rare.   
aUNC/UNC

$22000 - $23000

   

258 1871S Young Head Shield. First year of type 
and very scarce in this condition.   aUNC/
UNC

$2600 - $2800

   

259 1887S Young Head Shield. Reverse cross 
on crown buried on heavy border.   aUNC

$2800 - $3000

   

260 1887S Jubilee Head. Close JEB type. 
Scarce.   UNC

$1500 - $1600

   

261 1902 S. Edward VII.   UNC

$850 - $900

   

262 1910S Edward VII. Scarce in this condition.   
Ch.UNC

$750 - $800
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263 1911S. George V.   gEF

$200 - $220

264 1914S. George V.   gEF

$180 - $200

265 1915S. George V.   aUNC/UNC

$180 - $200

266 1916S. George V.   aUNC

$180 - $200

   

267 1918P. Scarce date. A nice example, well 
struck with a good Reverse. Rare.   gEF

$3400 - $3500

Sovereign

    
  

  268 1861 Sydney Mint Type II.   aUNC/UNC

$4250 - $4500

   

269 1865 Sydney Mint Type II. Scarce.   EF

$1500 - $1600

   

270 1868 Sydney Mint Type II. Scarce.   UNC

$3300 - $3400

271 1870 Sydney Mint Type II.   gEF

$700 - $800

   

272 1870 Sydney Mint Type II. Struck from 
slightly worn dies.   Ch.UNC

$2500 - $2600

   

273 1872M Shield Young Head.   UNC

$2000 - $2200

   

274 1878S Shield Young Head.   UNC

$1200 - $1400

    
  

  275 1880M Shield Young Head.   aUNC

$5750 - $6000
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276 1885M Shield Young Head.   aUNC/UNC

$600 - $650

   

277 1872M Young Head.   gEF

$2500 - $2600

   

278 1873M Young Head.   UNC

$2200 - $2400

   

279 1875S Young Head.   UNC

$2000 - $2200

   

280 1879S Young Head.   aUNC

$3000 - $3200

281 1880M Young Head.   VF

$380 - $400

   

282 1884S Young Head.   Ch.UNC

$2500 - $2600

   

283 1886M Young Head.   GEM UNC

$2400 - $2500

284 1899P Veiled Head. In Downie’s Prestige 
Gold Sovereign collector case.   aEF

$450 - $500

285 1903S Edward VII. In Downie’s Prestige 
Gold Sovereign collector case.   aEF

$450 - $500

286 1917P George V. In Downie’s Prestige Gold 
Sovereign collector case.   aEF

$450 - $500

   

287 1927P George V.   UNC

$700 - $750

    
  

  288 1928M George V.   EF

$2200 - $2400

289 1931P George V. In Downie’s Prestige Gold 
Sovereign collector case.   aEF

$450 - $500
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290 $200 Gold coin 1992. In card of issue (light 
damage).   UNC

$400 - $420

291 $200 Gold coin 1993. In card of issue (light 
damage).   UNC

$400 - $420

292 $200 Gold coin 1994. In card of issue (light 
damage).   UNC

$400 - $420

293 $200 Gold coin 1994. In card of issue (light 
damage).   UNC

$400 - $420

294 $200 Gold Proof coin 1992. In box of issue 
(damaged).   FDC

$400 - $420

295 $200 Gold Proof coin 1993. In box of issue 
(damaged).   FDC

$400 - $420

    

  296 Gold Nugget coin 2008 2oz.   UNC

$3000 - $3200

297 Platinum Koala Proof set 1989. 1oz to 
1/20th oz plus medallion.   FDC

$2500 - $2600

298 Platinum Koala Proof set 1991. 1oz to 
1/20th oz plus medallion. (Missing outer 
sleeve).   FDC

$2500 - $2600

299 Platinum Koala Proof set 1992. 1oz to 
1/20th oz plus medallion.   FDC

$2500 - $2600

300 Platinum Koala Proof set 1993. 1oz to 
1/20th oz plus medallion.   FDC

$2500 - $2600

Ten Shillings

301 1954 Coombs-Wilson AC/00 (R 16F). Crisp, 
centre bend with some light handling.   gEF

$1200 - $1400

One Pound

302 1953 Coombs-Wilson HA/00 (R 33F). Very 
light stains.   aVF

$600 - $650

Ten Pound

303 1954 Coombs-Wilson WA/00 (R 62F). Dirty.   
aFINE

$380 - $400

Two Dollar
 

304 1966 Coombs-Wilson FAA (R 81f). 
Consecutive pair. Scarce.   UNC

$2800 - $3000

Five Dollar

305 1991 Fraser-Cole QGX (R 213F) and Ten 
Dollar 1991 Fraser-Cole MRR (R 313aL). (2 
notes).   UNC

$110 - $120
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306 1993 polymer Fraser-Evans BA 93 (R 216F). 
Consecutive run of 9.   UNC

$100 - $120

307 1993 polymer Fraser-Evans BA 93 (R 216F). 
Consecutive run of 10. Also EA 93 Last Prefix 
(R 216L). (11 notes total).   UNC

$140 - $160

308 1995 polymer Fraser-Evans AA95 (R 
217aF).   UNC

$70 - $80

Ten Dollar

309 1988 Johnston-Fraser AB10 (R 310aF).   
UNC

$500 - $550

 

310 1988 polymer Johnston-Fraser. Staff 
presentation folder, two consecutives 
notes with Serials AA 000... As presented 
to NPA staff, Cragieburn. Some adhesion 
damage on back, and also with slightly 
torn and worn cardboard.   UNC/VF

$350 - $400

Twenty Dollar

311 1966  Coombs-Wilson XAA (R 401F).   aUNC

$220 - $240

312 1966 Coombs-Wilson XAA (R 401L). 
Consecutive pair. Centre fold.   aUNC

$220 - $240

Fifty Dollar

313 1973 Phillips-Wheeler YAA (R 505F).   UNC

$650 - $700

314 1973 Phillips-Wheeler YAA (R 505F). Low 
numbered archive note.   aUNC/UNC

$700 - $800

One Hundred Dollar

315 1984 Johnston-Stone ZAA (R 608F).   gEF/
aUNC

$200 - $220

316 Polymer. $5 AA01, $10 AA02, $20 AA02, 
$50 AA98. (4 notes total).   UNC

$200 - $220

317 Polymer. $5 BA02, $10 AA02, $20 AA02, 
$50 AA99, $100 AA99 (2), AA96. (7 notes 
total).   UNC

$450 - $500

 

One Pound
 

318 1961 Coombs-Wilson HK/65 (R 43bL). 
Final circulating prefix issued. Scarce.   
UNC

$2400 - $2500

CONSIGNMENTS:

Any new consignments must be 
applied for no later than mid May 2013 

for our next postal auction in June 
2013, or end of August for our live 

sale later in the year
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  319 1961 Coombs-Wilson HK/65 (R 43bL). Final 
circulating prefix issued. Consecutive pair, 
with original top signed bundle label. Very 
slight stain on edge of one note. Scarce.   
UNC

$5000 - $5500

 

Ten Dollar

320 1991 Fraser-Cole MRR (R 313L).    
UNC

$40 - $45

321 1991 Fraser-Cole MRR (R 313L). 
Consecutive trio.   UNC

$120 - $140

322 1996 polymer GL98 (R 318cL). Also $20 
KM02 (R 420aL). (2 notes total).    
UNC

$90 - $100

Twenty Dollar

323 1993 Fraser-Evans ADK (R 415L).   UNC

$80 - $90

Sets/Albums

324 $1 DPS, $2 LQG, $5 QPG, $10 MRR. 
Catalogues at $350. (4 notes).    
UNC

$140 - $150

325 Polymer. $5 EA02, JD01 (2), EA93, $10 GL02, 
$20 KM02, $50 PE99 (2), $100 JK99 (2). (10 
notes total).   UNC

$450 - $500

Five Dollar

  326 1993 Polymer. Tape inclusion. An amazing 
error, originally sold by us back in 1995. 
During the production phase a piece of 
masking/packing tape has adhered to the 
blank polymer sheet, thus resulting in a 
foreign object then being over printed on 
the note. A unique and very interesting 
error.   UNC

$2000 - $2200
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Ten Dollar
 

 

327 1967 Coombs-Randall. Missing right hand 
side serial number. Rare, especially with 
this signature.   aUNC/UNC

$650 - $700

Twenty Dollar

 

328 1985. Registration shift on front, 5mm to 
left. Some stains on back.   aEF

$350 - $400

Fifty Dollar
 

 

329 1989. Unusual paper ‘scissored’ flap on top 
left hand corner. Missing print in top corner 
where the note folded, with a protruded 
small flap on side.   gVF/aEF

$350 - $400

One Hundred Dollar

  330 1985. Massive corner flap on right hand 
side, 10cm x 4.5cm. Also has part colour 
bars and edge guides. Small tear on top 
from error. Very rare for such a significant 
error.   aUNC

$1700 - $1800

  331 1985. Missing all black (intaglio) print 
phase on front, and also missing serial 
number phase on back. Also partial 
missing print phase due to ink fade on 
back, with the top 40% of the note missing 
print, including the denomination 100. 
An amazing 3 seperate errors on the one 
note, and very similar to an example we 
sold in Sale 74. Very rare.   aUNC

$3000 - $3500
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332 Dump Fifteen Pence NSW 1813, Type A1. 
Holed at top, with a H or I hand engraved 
on one side. No lettering or traces of crown 
still visible.   POOR

$550 - $600

    

  333 Dump Fifteen Pence 1813. Type A/1. Clear 
crown with most lettering visible on both 
sides.   VG

$4800 - $5000

    
  

  334 Dump Fifteen Pence 1813. Type A/1. Good lettering with all wording clear, and a strong 
crown. Minor Obverse dig, with some traces of the original coin undertype. An attractive 
example, and an ideal coin for the Bicentenary of the Holey Dollar and Dump.   aVF

$32500 - $35000

    
  

  335 Kookaburra Penny 1919. Type 5. Extremely rare type that is seldom offered and is missing 
from most collections, with only a handful of examples known. Some slight wear to the high 
points and thus priced accordingly. Very rare.   aUNC

$48000 - $50000
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  336 Kookaburra Penny 1921 Type 12. Light tone with some soft mint bloom. A choice grade 
example, and one of the better coins of this type I have seen in recent years, and keenly 
priced as such. Very rare.   UNC

$38000 - $40000

    
  

  337 Halfpenny 1916 Mule. Extremely rare variety, struck from a hybrid of dies of an 
Australian 1916 Halfpenny Reverse and an Indian Quarter Anna Obverse. These coins 
were struck after the outbreak of WWI, when the Royal Mint decided to delegate a 
portion of Australia’s copper and silver coinage to be minted in Calcutta to foil German 
plans to intercept deliveries of coinage from Britain to Australia. This rare coin is 
believed to be one of only 8-10 genuine examples known, with this highly important 
coin considered to be the equal finest known. A problem free and superior example of 
this rare and desirable coin, and an opportunity to procure a very rare and enigmatic 
item which is considered by many to be the rarest of the Australian Commonwealth 
series.   gVF

$130000 - $140000
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  338 Proof Shilling 1935. Attractive old blue and gunmetal tone with much brilliance and lovely 
sharp details. A superior example of a George V Proof issue. Very rare.   FDC

$24500 - $25000

    

  
  339 Proof Specimen Florin 1914H. Heaton mint issue, and ex. the Heaton (Birmingham) 

Mint Museum. PCGS graded PR 66. The finest known of only 3 examples, with old 
attractive red and blue toned patinated surfaces, and underlying brilliant mint bloom. 
A superb and very rare high grade proof coin that would place it amongst the top few 
examples of any George V Proof coin. With superb provenance, and also Ex. Spink 
Auctions Sale 21 April 1987 and Spink Australia Sale 14 November 1984, and the G. 
Barraclough collection. Superb and Extremely rare.    FDC

$250000 - $260000
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Halfpenny

   

341 1911. PCGS graded MS64RB. Full mint red.   
Ch.UNC/GEM

$700 - $800

   

342 1914H. Nearly full mint red.   UNC

$750 - $800

   

343 1919. Nearly full mint red.   UNC

$300 - $325

   

344 1920. Mostly mint red, a few spots.    
UNC

$450 - $500

   

345 1923. Key date. 6 just visible Pearls and 
part centre diamond.   gFINE/aVF

$1400 - $1500

   

346 1923. Key date. 6 clear pearls and part 
centre diamond. Small Obverse dig. 
Scarce.   VF

$1900 - $2000

    
  

  340 Proof Crown 1937. Lovely original unmarked surfaces with some light tone and mint bloom. 
A beautiful example in near perfect condition. Very rare.   FDC

$44000 - $45000
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347 1923. Key date. 6 clear pearls and part 
centre diamond. Scarce.   VF

$2000 - $2200

   

348 1923. Key date. 6 clear pearls and part 
centre diamond. Scarce.   VF

$2000 - $2200

   

349 1923. Key date. 6 clear Pearls and part 
centre diamond. Scarce.   VF

$2000 - $2200

   

350 1923. Key date. Full centre diamond and 
hint of 7/8th Pearls. Reverse die crack. 
Scarce.   gVF

$2200 - $2400

    

  351 1923. Key date. Well struck with a complete 
full band, and nice Reverse die cracks. A few 
minor marks, but still an attractive and rare 
example.   EF

$6500 - $7000

   

352 1929. Full mint red. Scarce.   Ch.UNC

$850 - $900

   

353 1931. Brown with hints of underlying mint 
red.   UNC

$475 - $500

   

354 1934. Nearly full mint red.   Ch.UNC

$280 - $300

   

355 1939 Roo. Mint red. Scarce   Ch.UNC

$1700 - $1800
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Penny

   

356 1911. Full mint red, with virtually 
unmarked fields.   Ch.UNC/GEM

$1700 - $1800

   

357 1917. Nearly full fresh mint red. Specimen-
like with polishing marks, and a raised 
sharp rim and denticles. Minor flan 
flaw on Obverse edge from striking.    
GEM UNC

$1200 - $1400

   

358 1919. Full mint red.   Ch.UNC

$1200 - $1300

   

359 1920 Dot above bottom scroll. Full fresh 
bright mint red colour but a rather flat 
late strike with weakly struck rims on the 
Obverse. Scarce.   Ch.UNC/GEM

$1300 - $1400

    

  360 1920 Double Dot. Dot above top scroll and 
below bottom scroll variety. Subdued mottled 
mint brown and red. Well struck for this rare 
issue with amazingly clear dots above and 
below both scrolls, and a coin that is seldom 
seen in this sort of high grade. One of the 
finest known. Very rare.    aUNC/UNC

$5500 - $6000

   

361 1922. Nearly full mint red.     
Ch.UNC

$1700 - $1800

   

362 1925. Key date. Full band with hint of 
7/8th Pearls.   aEF

$550 - $600

   

363 1925. Key date. A nice example with a full 
clear band. Rare.   gEF/aUNC

$2200 - $2400
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  364 1925. Key date. Significant mint red, and a 
well struck example with a sharp Reverse and 
good eye appeal. An attractive coin and very 
well priced. Very rare in this grade.   UNC

$15000 - $16000

   

365 1932. Mint red and brown.   
Ch.UNC

$1100 - $1200

   

366 1933. Mint red fresh bloom. Well struck.   
Ch.UNC/GEM

$700 - $800

   

367 1940 K.G. Mint brown and red. Scarce in 
this grade.   UNC

$750 - $800

   

368 1946. Key date. Some mint brown and 
red, minor verdigris on Reverse. Scarce.   
aUNC

$700 - $800

    

  369 1946. PCGS graded MS64 RB. Outstanding 
coin with full blazing mint red lustre, and fully 
struck up through the usual weak points. An 
outstanding coin and one of the finest known. 
Probably the best example we have ever 
offered. Very rare.   Ch.UNC/GEM

$8500 - $9000

Threepence

   

370 1910. Light tone and mint bloom.   
Ch.UNC/GEM

$150 - $170

   

371 1910. Superb tone with mint bloom.   
GEM UNC

$220 - $240
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372 1919. Toned.   Ch.UNC

$500 - $550

   

373 1927. Toned with mint bloom. Some 
marks.   UNC/Ch.UNC

$240 - $250

  

  

  374 1934/3 overdate. Full underlying 3 in overdate, 
from a very early strike, and not usually seen 
so clearly. Full frosty mint bloom, rare in this 
condition.   UNC

$3000 - $3250

  

   

375 1935. Mint bloom.   Ch.UNC/GEM

$400 - $450

   

376 1942. PCGS graded AU 55. A nice example 
with light purple tone and underlying 
bloom.   aU/UNC

$800 - $900

Sixpence

   

377 1910. Toned.   Ch.UNC

$480 - $500

   

378 1911. A little flatly struck, with some mint 
bloom.   aUNC

$325 - $350

    

  379 1919. Superb red and blue tone with mint 
bloom, sharply struck and a lovely coin. Rare 
this nice.   GEM UNC

$4000 - $4500
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380 1921. PCGS graded MS 65. Lovely tone 
with mint bloom. One of the finest of the 
date, and rare this grade.   GEM UNC

$2400 - $2500

   

381 1924. Scarce.   Ch.UNC

$2700 - $2800

   

382 1925.   Ch.UNC

$1100 - $1200

   

383 1926. Old tone with some mint bloom.   
Ch.UNC/GEM

$650 - $700

   

384 1927. Light tone with mint bloom.   
Ch.UNC/GEM

$750 - $800

   

385 1952. Well struck, with original full mint 
bloom with light tone. Scarce this nice.   
Ch.UNC

$800 - $850

   

386 1953. Soft tone.   Ch.UNC/GEM

$450 - $500

Shilling

   

387 1910. Mint bloom.   UNC

$300 - $350

   

388 1910. Dark old tone.   Ch.UNC

$500 - $550

   

389 1911. PCGS graded MS 62. Light toning 
with mint bloom.   UNC/Ch.UNC

$1600 - $1800
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390 1914. Light tone with underlying mint 
bloom.   Ch.UNC

$1800 - $2000

    

  391 1915H. Key date. Light tone with some 
underlying bloom. Scarce.   aUNC

$3400 - $3500

   

392 1916. PCGS graded MS 62. Light tone.   
UNC/Ch.UNC

$300 - $325

   

393 1917. Toned.   Ch.UNC

$375 - $400

   

394 1920M. Light tone with some bloom.   
UNC

$1400 - $1500

    

  395 1921 Star. Key date. Light tone. Scarce.    UNC

$3400 - $3500

   

396 1925. PCGS graded MS65. Well struck with 
fresh full mint bloom.   GEM UNC

$1400 - $1500

   

397 1926. Scarce.   UNC/Ch.UNC

$750 - $800

   

398 1933. Key date. Light tone. Scarce.   gEF/
aUNC

$900 - $1000

   

399 1940. Some Obverse toning.   UNC

$600 - $650
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400 1946 Double dot.   UNC/Ch.UNC

$250 - $275

Florin

   

401 1910. PCGS graded AU 58. Light tone with 
some bloom.   aUNC/UNC

$1100 - $1200

   

402 1911. PCGS graded AU 55. Light wear 
on high points and some surface marks. 
Scarce.   gEF/aUNC

$1100 - $1200

    

  403 1915H. Some mint bloom, with minor Obverse 
contact marks. Scarce.   UNC

$3400 - $3500

   

404 1916. Some light tone and mint bloom.   
Ch.UNC

$1700 - $1800

   

405 1917M. Mint bloom and well struck.   
UNC/Ch.UNC

$1200 - $1400

   

406 1918M. Few minor marks but well struck.   
UNC

$1100 - $1200

   

407 1919. PCGS graded AU 58. Purple blue/red 
tone, just lightly touched off on the high 
points. Scarce.   aUNC/UNC

$1800 - $2000

    

  408 1922. Bright mint bloom. Scarce.   Ch.UNC

$5800 - $6000
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409 1924. PCGS graded MS 62. Steel grey 
toning.   UNC/Ch.UNC

$1800 - $2000

   

410 1924. Well struck with full brilliant mint 
bloom.    Ch.UNC

$3000 - $3200

   

411 1927. Mint bloom.   UNC/Ch.UNC

$750 - $800

   

412 1927. Some mint bloom.   Ch.UNC

$1100 - $1200

   

414 1934/5 Melbourne Centenary. Good 
wreath with light tone.   UNC/Ch.UNC

$450 - $500

   

415 1934/5 Melbourne Centenary. PCGS 
graded MS 63. Strong wreath with light 
tone and mint bloom.   Ch.UNC

$650 - $700

    
  

  413 1932. Key date. Attractive, with some subdued mint bloom and light tone. Well struck with 
full clear details, sharp star and clear pearls on the upper crown, with only a few very minor 
Obverse surface marks. A superb example that would be difficult to improve on. One of the 
finest known. Rare.   Ch.UNC

$16000 - $18000
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  416 1934/5 Melbourne Centenary. Part wreath, 
and some light old tone with attractive mint 
bloom and virtually unmarked fields. A lovely 
example, with a nice condition Perth Foys bag.   
Ch.UNC/GEM

$1000 - $1200

   

   

417 1935. PCGS graded MS64. Well struck with 
original mint bloom.   Ch.UNC/GEM

$1700 - $1800

   

418 1936. PCGS graded MS64. Original mint 
bloom and virtually flawless fields, sharply 
struck with a specimen like quality. Very 
light even tone.   GEM UNC

$550 - $600

    

  419 1939. PCGS graded MS 62. A nice even example 
with soft bloom and toning.   Ch.UNC

$2000 - $2200

Crown

   

420 1937. PCGS graded MS64. Well struck 
with virtually flawless fields, none of the 
usual bag marks and no traces of wear. Full 
original mint subdued bloom with light 
toning. A bit harshly graded as this would 
be amongst the best examples of the date 
we have seen.   GEM UNC

$550 - $600

   

421 1938. Some mint bloom.   aUNC

$300 - $350

   

422 1938. Bright mint bloom, well struck and a 
good example.   UNC

$800 - $850
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423 Proof Halfpenny 1963Y. Light tone.   FDC

$200 - $220

   

   

424 Proof Halfpenny and Penny pair 1961Y.   
FDC

$850 - $900

   

   

425 Proof Halfpenny and Penny pair 1962Y. 
Some light tone spots to Penny.   FDC

$500 - $550

Postal Bidders:
Please submit all bids by 

5pm Friday 22nd March 2013 
or 6pm Saturday 23rd March 

for online bidders.

   

   

426 Proof Halfpenny and Penny pair 1963Y. 
Some very minor tone.   FDC

$500 - $550

427 Proof Penny 1958Y. Reverse spot and some 
tone.   aFDC

$180 - $200

428 Proof Penny 1958Y. Very light minor tone.   
FDC

$300 - $350

429 Proof Penny 1959Y. Matte finish. Trace of 
light tone.   aFDC

$600 - $650

430 Proof Penny 1959Y. Minor Reverse tone.   
FDC

$300 - $350

431 Proof Silver set of 4 1957M Threepence to 
Florin. Some minor light tone.   FDC

$650 - $700

432 Proof Silver set of 4 1959M Threepence to 
Florin. Some minor light tone.   FDC

$650 - $700

433 Proof Silver set of 4 1961M Threepence to 
Florin.   FDC

$550 - $600

434 Proof silver set of 4 1963 Threepence to 
Florin. Light peripheral tone with some 
surface marks. In blue case.   FDC

$180 - $200
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435 Proof Silver set of 4 1963M Threepence 
to Florin. With original black case of issue.   
FDC

$300 - $350

436 1922/1 Overdate Threepence Forgery. 
Metal inserted into gap in ‘2’.   aFINE

$30 - $40

   

  437 1967 Pattern Proof ‘Goose’ Dollar. Milled edge 
type, in red box of issue. Old blue/purple light 
tone.   UNC

$1500 - $1600

   

438 Liverpool, NSW German Internment 
Camp WW I Threepence. Type II, struck in 
aluminium. Some corrosion. Rare.   aVF

$1000 - $1100

439 Penny Internment Camps WW II. Most of 
the bronze plating now gone, with some 
general corrosion.   gFINE

$80 - $100

   

440 Penny Internment Camps WW II. Most of 
the bronze plating worn on Reverse, with 
some minor corrosion.   gFINE/aVF

$100 - $110

   

441 Penny Internment Camps WW II. Part of 
the bronze plating on Reverse worn.   EF

$180 - $200

442 Threepence Internment Camps WW II. 
Trace of mint red.   aUNC

$120 - $140

   

443 Threepence Internment Camps WW II. 
Mostly mint red.   UNC/Ch.UNC

$180 - $200

444 One Shilling Internment Camps WW II.    
VF

$380 - $400

   

445 One Shilling Internment Camps WW II. 
Nearly full mint red. A scarce issue not 
often seen in high grade.   Ch.UNC

$950 - $1000
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446 Two Shillings Internment Camps WW II. 
Trace of mint red.   gEF

$900 - $950

    

  447 Two Shillings Internment Camps WW II. Full 
blazing mint red. PCGS graded MS 64RB. 
As good as they come, and rare this grade.   
Ch.UNC/GEM

$2000 - $2200

    

  448 Five Shillings Internment Camps WW II. Brown 
and red with some mint red lustre. Rare   UNC

$5800 - $6000

  
  

  449 Matched set of three Million serial numbered notes, Ten Shillings 1961, One Pound 1961 
and Five Pound 1960. Hand entered million serial numbered notes with original bank bundle 
signed and dated cards from 1965. Ex M. Vort-Ronald collection, Spinks March 1988. In superb 
original condition, with only a few examples known in this grade. Extremely rare and superb 
lot.   UNC

$55000 - $60000
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Ten Dollar

450 1991 Fraser-Cole (R 313a). Consecutive run 
of three matched prefix pairs. Serials MPB/
MPC 671672/3/4. (6 notes total).   UNC

$120 - $140

451 1991 Fraser-Cole (R 313b). Consecutive run 
of 6 matching prefix pairs. Serials MJA/MJB 
948599-604. (12 notes total).   UNC

$160 - $180

452 1991. Run of 6 consecutive prefixes with 
matching serials, serials MLT/U/V/X/Y/Z 
855550. (6 notes total).   UNC

$120 - $140

453 1991 Fraser-Cole Ten and Twenty Dollar 
both with completely matching serials. 
Serials MGJ/RLJ 600010. Slight edge staining 
to $10. (2 notes total). Rare to find as such.   
aUNC/UNC

$200 - $220

454 1993 polymer. AD93 000 001 (number one 
serials). From Standard Souvenir 2 note 
folder overprinted 1 November 1993 in 
purple.   UNC

$300 - $350

Ten Shillings
 

455 1942. Solid serials G/0 777777. Tear on 
edge, a little dirty.   aFINE

$300 - $350

One Pound
 

456 1953. Solid serials HB/99 222222. A little 
dirty.   aFINE

$300 - $350

Five Dollar

457 1995 polymer. Solid serial consecutive 
prefixes BJ/BK/BL/BM 95 111 111. (4 notes 
total).   UNC

$480 - $500

 

458 1995 polymer. Solid serial consecutive 
prefixes CA-CG 95 111 111. (5 notes total).   
UNC

$600 - $700

 

459 1995 polymer. Solid serial consecutive 
prefixes CH-CM 95 111 111. Consecutive 
prefixes to previous lot. (6 notes total).   
UNC

$700 - $800
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460 2006 polymer. Solid serial consecutive 
prefixes EL/EK/EM 06 888 888. Desirable 
solid 8’s. (3 notes total).   UNC

$600 - $700

Ten Dollar

461 2002 polymer. Solid serials AL 03 555 555.   
UNC

$160 - $180

Twenty Dollar

462 2005 polymer. Solid serials AM 05 222 222.   
UNC

$160 - $180

463 2005 polymer. Solid serials BJ 05 222 222.   
UNC

$160 - $180

464 2006 polymer. Solid serials EK 06 444 444.   
UNC

$160 - $180

Five Dollar

465 1983. Radar serials. Serials PEV 966669. 
Rarer type of radar with central solid 
numbers.   UNC

$30 - $40

466 1985. Radar serials. Serials QDQ 522225. 
Rarer type of radar with central solid 
numbers.   UNC

$30 - $40

467 1990. Radar serials, serials QGR 599995. 
Rarer type of radar with central solid 
numbers.   UNC

$60 - $70

468 1992. Radar serials. Consecutive prefix pair 
with matching serials AA 31/32 325 523. (2 
notes total).   UNC

$70 - $80

469 1992 polymer. Matching radar serials. 
Serials AA 23/24/26 242 242. (3 notes 
total).   UNC

$40 - $50

470 1992 polymer. Matching radar serials. 
Serials AA 03/05/06/07/08/10 191 191. (6 
notes total).   UNC

$80 - $90

471 1993 polymer. Radar serials. Serials EA 93 
531 135.   UNC

$30 - $40

472 1993 polymer. Radar serials. Serials EA 93 
532 235.   UNC

$30 - $40

473 1995 polymer. Radar serials. Consecutive 
prefix pair with matching serials CI/CJ 96 
660 066. (2 notes total).   UNC

$50 - $60

474 1995. Radar serials. Consecutive prefix trio 
with matching serials JD/JE/JF 95 334 433. 
(3 notes total).   UNC

$80 - $90

475 1996. Radar serials. Consecutive prefix run 
of 4 with matching serials CD/CE/CF/CG 97 
558 855. (4 notes total).   UNC

$90 - $100

Ten Dollar

476 1991. Radar serials. Consecutive prefix pair 
with matching serials MKT/U 894498. (2 
notes total).   UNC

$80 - $90
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477 1991. Radar serials. Consecutive prefix trio 
with matching serials MLT/U/V 855558. 
Rarer type of radar with central solid 
numbers.   UNC

$150 - $160

 

478 1991. Radar serials. Consecutive prefix 
trio with matching serials MLX/MLY/MLZ 
855558. Rarer type of radar with central 
solid numbers. (3 notes total).   UNC

$150 - $160

479 1993 polymer. Radar serials. Serials JD 93 
770 077.   UNC

$40 - $50

480 1993 polymer. Radar serials. Consecutive 
prefix trio with matching serials KA/KB/JM 
93 772 277. (3 notes total).   UNC

$90 - $100

481 1993 polymer. Radar serials. Serials KE 
93 770 077, HB 93 771 177, KC 93 772 
277. Interesting trio with middle 2 digits 
consecutive.   UNC

$100 - $120

482 1993. Radar serials. Consecutive prefix run 
of 4 with matching serials JE/JF/JG/JH 93 
770 077. (4 notes total).   UNC

$90 - $100

Twenty Dollar

483 1991. Radar serials. Serials RTT 813318.   
UNC

$60 - $70

484 1991. Radar serials. Serials RXV 291192.   
UNC

$60 - $70

485 1991. Radar serials. Consecutive prefix pair 
with matching serials RNP/RNQ 226622. (2 
notes total).   UNC

$90 - $100

 

486 1991. Radar serials. Consecutive prefix 
trio with matching serials AAU/AAV/AAY 
226622. (3 notes total).   UNC

$150 - $160

487 1995 polymer. Radar serials. Serials BB 95 
760067.   UNC

$60 - $70

488 1998 polymer. Radar serials. Consecutive 
prefix pair with matching serials BK/BL 98 
797 797. (2 notes total).   UNC

$90 - $100

One Dollar

489 1976 Knight-Wheeler centre thread (R 
76a). Consecutive pair.   UNC

$40 - $50

  

  490 1976 Knight-Wheeler (R 76bF). DBP test notes, 
double fold paper. Bundle of 100, with original 
intact bank wrapper. Very rare as a fully intact 
bundle.   UNC

$16000 - $17000
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491 1976 Knight-Wheeler (R 76c). Bundle of 50 
with clear bank wrapper.   UNC

$300 - $350

492 1982 Johnston-Stone (R 78). Bundle of 100.   
UNC

$200 - $220

Two Dollar

493 1976 Knight-Wheeler Gothic (R 86a).    
UNC

$50 - $60

494 1976 Knight-Wheeler Gothic (R 86a). (2 
notes total).   UNC

$70 - $80

495 1976 Knight-Wheeler Gothic (R 86a). (3 
notes total).   UNC

$120 - $140

496 1976 Knight-Wheeler (R 86a). Partial 
bundle of 46 with stamped bank wrapper.   
UNC

$250 - $300

497 1982 Johnston-Fraser (R 89). Bundle of 
100.   UNC

$300 - $350

Five Dollar

498 1985 Johnston-Fraser (R 209a). Two 
consecutive runs of 4. (8 notes total).    
UNC

$60 - $70

499 1985 Johnston-Fraser (R 209a). 
Consecutive run of 11. (High catalogue 
value).   UNC

$80 - $90

500 1967-1985. Small collection of assorted 
dates and serials, includes some runs. A few 
with light bends. High catalogue value. (43 
notes total).   aUNC/UNC

$300 - $350

 

501 1990 Fraser-Higgins (R 212). Bundle of 
100. One note with edge tear, some light 
stains. With clear wrapper.   UNC

$650 - $700

502 1991 Fraser-Cole (R 213). Consecutive run 
of 9. Small stain on edge of 5 notes.   UNC

$60 - $70

503 1996 Fraser-Evans (R 217b). Narrow 
orientation bands. Consecutive run of 5.    
UNC

$110 - $120

504 Polymer. Small collection of assorted notes 
1992-2001. (6 notes total).   UNC

$45 - $50

Ten Dollar

505 1974 Phillips-Wheeler (R 305).   UNC

$70 - $80

 

506 1976 Knight-Wheeler TEN (R 306aF) 
Centre thread. First prefix TEN. 
Consecutive run of 4. Catalogues at 
$2,000.   UNC

$450 - $500

507 1976 Knight-Wheeler (R 306b). Consecutive 
pair.   UNC

$80 - $90
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508 1976 Knight-Wheeler (R 306b). Consecutive 
pair. (Consecutive to previous lot).   UNC

$80 - $90

509 1976 Knight-Wheeler (R 306b). Consecutive 
run of 4.   UNC

$120 - $140

510 1976 Knight-Wheeler (R 306b). Consecutive 
run of 4. (Consecutive to previous lot).   
UNC

$120 - $140

511 1976 Knight-Wheeler (R 306b). Consecutive 
run of 16. (Consecutive to previous lot). 
Catalogues at $1600.   UNC

$500 - $550

512 1985 Johnston-Fraser (R 309). Consecutive 
run of 4.   UNC

$90 - $100

513 1988 polymer Johnston-Fraser (R 310). 
AA 04 from presentation folder packs. 
Consecutive pair.   UNC

$30 - $40

514 1988 polymer Johnston-Fraser (R 310). 
AA 22 from presentation folder packs. 
Consecutive pair.   UNC

$30 - $40

515 1988 polymer Johnston-Fraser (R 310a). 
(One note with some damage to foil vignette 
in window). (3 notes total).   UNC

$90 - $100

516 1988 polymer Johnston-Fraser (R 310). 
11 notes with AA prefixes (from collector 
folders) & (R 310b) (5). (16 notes total). 1 
note with 3 folds, else   UNC

$200 - $220

517 1990 Fraser-Higgins (R 312). Consecutive 
pair and single.   UNC

$50 - $60

518 1990 Fraser-Higgins (R 312). Consecutive 
run of 7.   UNC

$90 - $100

519 1990 Fraser-Higgins (R 312). Consecutive 
trio and run of 5.   UNC

$90 - $100

520 1991 Fraser-Cole (R 313a). Consecutive 
pair.   UNC

$40 - $50

521 1995 polymer Fraser-Cole. From annual 
‘dated’ Deluxe folder, blue serials AA 95 
001 181.    UNC

$90 - $100

Twenty Dollar

522 1972 Phillips-Wheeler (R 404).   UNC

$180 - $200

523 1976 Knight-Wheeler (R 406b).   UNC

$140 - $160

524 1985 Johnston-Fraser (R 409a). 
Consecutive run of 10.   UNC

$260 - $280

525 1993 Fraser-Evans (R 415i). Consecutive 
pair. NPA issued.   UNC

$60 - $70

526 1994 Fraser-Evans polymer and paper red 
serial matching low-numbered pair (from 
First/Last portfolio). Serials AA 94 000 845. 
(2 notes total).   UNC

$100 - $110

Fifty Dollar

527 1983, 1985 (2), 1989 (4). Also $100 1985. 
(8 notes total). High catalogue value.   
FINE-UNC

$600 - $650

528 1990 Fraser-Higgins (R 512). Consecutive 
pair.   UNC

$120 - $130

529 1990 Fraser-Higgins (R 512). Consecutive 
run of 4. Small depression mark.   UNC

$240 - $260

530 1991 Fraser-Cole (R 513). Consecutive pair.   
UNC

$120 - $130
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531 1993 Fraser-Evans FAA (R 515aF). NPA 
issued first prefix.   UNC

$120 - $140

532 1993 Fraser-Evans FAA (R 515aF). NPA 
issued first prefix.   UNC

$120 - $140

533 1993 Fraser-Evans FAA (R 515aF). NPA 
issued first prefix. Consecutive run of 7.   
UNC

$650 - $700

534 1993 Fraser-Evans (R 513). Matching serial 
run of 4 with low numbered red serials. 
Serials A/B/C/D 000070. From a cut sheet.   
UNC

$240 - $260

535 1993 Fraser-Evans (R 515). Consecutive 
pair.   UNC

$160 - $180

Halfpenny

536 1926. Legend on Obverse slightly double-
struck, with minor edge damage/flan flaw. 
Brown with trace mint red.   aUNC/UNC

$200 - $220

    

  537 George VI. N/D. Full Obverse brockage, and a 
nice clear Reverse example. Obverse a little 
weakly struck. Rare.   aEF

$900 - $1000

Penny

538 1933 & 1935. Both with major planchet 
flaws through Obverse. Also Florin 1953 
with major planchet flaw and metal 
inclusion through both sides. (3 coins total).   
VG-VF

$120 - $140

   

539 1952. Large off centre slightly raised rim 
lip 7mm. Some mint red lustre. Scarce.   
aUNC

$275 - $300

    

  540 George VI. N/D. Full Obverse brockage, and a 
nice clear Reverse example. Very rare.   EF

$1100 - $1200

Threepence

   

541 N/D (1911-36 KG V). Massive off-centre 
strike. Over 50% off centre with original 
steel grey dark tone. Spectacular and rare.   
EF

$850 - $900

542 1950. Almost full brockage to 90% of 
Obverse. Scarce.   gVF

$800 - $850
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543 1954. Partial Brockage to 50% of Obverse. 
Lovely clear example.   gVF

$400 - $450

   

544 1963. Full brockage on Obverse. Usual 
weaker impression. Scarce.   gEF

$500 - $550

Sixpence

   

545 1956. Large off centre slightly raised rim 
lip 4mm.   EF

$180 - $200

Shilling

   

546 1943S. Struck on a USA 5 Cent Blank of 
the WW II period in copper and silver 
manganese alloy used in 1942-1945. 
Weakly struck on a thinner planchet as 
the Shilling is larger than the 5 Cent, and 
without any real edge milling. Comes with 
the 2 correct coins for comparison. Rare.   
aVF

$800 - $900

Florin

   

547 1945. Off centre and raised rim lip 3mm. 
Steps out to the side on Obverse.   gEF

$275 - $300

Five Cent

548 1977. Split planchet, Obverse only.    
VF

$70 - $80

Ten Cent

   

549 1981. Struck on a 2 cent blank. Scarce.   
UNC

$700 - $800

Twenty Cent

    

  550 2006. Struck with double heads. Rarely seen 
with this portrait, being a much later issue 
than usally seen. Very rare as such.   aUNC

$2800 - $3000
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551 Bank of New Zealand One Pound Colour 
Trial, Auckland 18--. Bradbury, Wilkinson 
and Co. Unissued and holed, with strip 
of page adhered to note from original 
presentation. Rare and attractive.   UNC

$4250 - $4500

552 Reserve Bank of New Zealand One Pound, 
Five Pound and Ten Pound Fleming. (3 
notes total).   VF

$90 - $100

553 German Notgeld notes, assorted 
denominations and designs. (40 notes 
total).   VF-aUNC

$90 - $100

554 German Notgeld notes, assorted 
denominations and designs. (59 notes 
total).   VF-aUNC

$110 - $120

Ten Shillings
 

555 1918 Cerutty-Collins (R 3b). Large edge 
tears and hole.   POOR

$120 - $140

556 1933 Riddle-Sheehan (R 9). Worn, bottom 
edge repair.   GOOD

$140 - $150

557 1934 Riddle-Sheehan (R 10). Red overprint. 
Tears, dirty and worn. (2 notes).    POOR

$60 - $70

558 1939 Sheehan-McFarlane (R 12).   FINE+/
aVF

$170 - $180

559 1942 Armitage-McFarlane (R 13). Crisp, a 
few light flicks and roll fold.   aUNC

$375 - $400

560 1952 & 1953 Coombs-Wilson. (2 notes).   
FINE-VF

$110 - $120

One Pound

561 1949 Coombs-Watt (R 31). Also 5 Pound 
1952, 1954, 1960 (2). (5 notes total).   VG-
VF

$90 - $100

562 1961 Coombs-Wilson Reserve (R 34b). (2 
notes).   UNC

$240 - $260

563 1961 Coombs-Wilson (R 34b). (4 notes).   
gFINE-aUNC

$240 - $260

Ten Pound

564 1942 Armitage-McFarlane. Crisp, natural, 
slight stains.   VF

$250 - $300

565 1949 Coombs-Watt. Crisp, natural, very 
slight stain.   VF

$250 - $300

566 1952 Coombs-Wilson V/24 (R 61L). Last 
prefix. Damage to top edge, centre fold.   
VG/aFINE

$140 - $150
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567 1952 Coombs-Wilson. Worn.   aFINE

$150 - $170

568 1954, 1960 Coombs-Wilson. Slight stain, 
tape repair on tear on one. (2 notes).   
gFINE

$90 - $100

Five Dollar

569 1990 Fraser-Higgins. Uncut pair of 2 notes.   
UNC

$20 - $25

570 Small collection of Australian Decimal 
banknotes, assorted denominations and 
dates. Includes $1, $2 & $10 notes. (25 
notes total, $66 FV).   FINE-UNC

$80 - $90

Halfpenny

571 1922. Brown.   EF

$70 - $80

572 1927, 1933, 1936. Brown. (3 coins total).   
aEF-aUNC

$70 - $80

573 1943 (2), 1947, 1951. Brown with traces of 
red. (4 coins total).   aUNC-UNC

$60 - $70

574 1964. From Commonwealth Bank cash 
bag from an old collection containing 
many hundreds of these coins. A few with 
carbon spots, weak strikes & some toning. 
However, mostly full mint red and virtually 
as struck. (160 coins total).   UNC-GEM UNC

$220 - $240

Penny

575 1915H (cleaned), 1920 Plain, 1920 Double 
Dot, 1930 date altered (superior example), 
1933/2 Overdate. (5 coins).    VG-VF

$140 - $150

576 1920 London, 1921 London, 1927 Indian, 
1953, 1957 (6). (10 coins total).   FINE-gVF

$50 - $60

   

577 1925. Key date. Nearly full band with hint 
7/8th Pearls, Obverse scratching and edge 
knocks.   VF

$180 - $200

578 1925. Key date. (7 coins).   VG-gFINE

$500 - $550

579 1933/2 Overdate. (2 coins total).   FINE-VF

$70 - $80

580 1933/2 Overdate. (5 coins total).   VG-FINE

$160 - $180

581 Minor mistrikes and varieties. Includes 
1920 Indian (3), 1920 London, 1920 plain 
with deep scratches, 1926 with flan flaw 
under date, 1927 Indian, 1936, 1964 metal 
adhesion on edge. (8 coins total).   POOR-
aUNC

$180 - $200

Threepence

582 1912, 1923, 1927, 1935. (4 coins total).   
FINE-VF

$70 - $809

583 1942. Also Shilling 1921 Star, 1933. (3 coins 
total).   VG-FINE

$100 - $110

Sixpence

584 1919, 1920, 1921. (3 Coins total).   aVF-aEF

$110 - $120

585 1962.  Ex mint roll. Some toning. (21 coins 
total).   Ch.UNC/GEM

$100 - $110
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Shilling

586 1916, 1917, 1918, 1922. Old toning. (4 
coins total).   aFINE-gFINE

$50 - $60

587 1933. (5 coins).   VG-FINE

$220 - $240

588 1961.  Ex mint roll. Some toning. (20 coins 
total).   Ch.UNC/GEM

$120 - $140

Florin

589 1910, 1912. (2 coins total).    
VG-FINE

$90 - $100

590 1927 Canberra. (3 coins).    
gEF-UNC

$60 - $80

591 1927 Canberra. Toned. (3 coins).    
UNC

$150 - $200

592 1941, 1943S, 1944, 1946 (4), 1947 (4), 
1953. (12 coins total).    EF-UNC

$150 - $160

593 1946 (12), 1947 (4). Some toning, spots and 
slight verdigris to some. (16 coins total).   
aUNC-UNC

$140 - $150

594 1946. Some light toning. (20 coins total).   
UNC/Ch.UNC

$300 - $350

 

 

595 1946. Some light toning. Ex roll, with 
damaged old wrapper (unwrapped). (20 
coins total).   Ch.UNC/GEM

$600 - $700

 

596 1947. Some light toning. Ex roll, with 
damaged old wrapper (unwrapped). (20 
coins total).   Ch.UNC/GEM

$600 - $700
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Crown
597 1937. (12 coins).   aFINE- VF

$350 - $375

598 1937 (2), 1938 (7). Mostly better grades, 
sold as EF to aU. (9 coins total).     
aEF-aUNC

$900 - $1000

Fifty Cent

599 1966 Round Fifty Cents. (20).   VF-UNC

$160 - $180

600 1966 Round Fifty Cents (40).   VF-EF

$400 - $450

601 1966 Round Fifty Cents (40).   VF-EF

$400 - $450

602 1966 Round Fifty Cents (40).   VF-EF

$400 - $450

603 1966 Round Fifty Cents (40).   VF-EF

$400 - $450

604 1966 Round Fifty Cents (40).   VF-EF

$400 - $450

Sets/Albums

605 Key dates 1925, 1940K.G, 1946 Penny, 
1915, 1921 Star, 1933 Shilling, 1932, 1934/5 
Centenary Florin. (8 coins total).    FINE-EF

$600 - $700

All registered online bidders 
will be able to view current 

bids up until the close of 
online bidding at 6:00pm 

Saturday 23rd March 2013.

Go to www.iagauctions.com to 
create an account or for more details

606 Halfpenny set 1910-1964. Complete 
including VF 1923 (with numerous edge 
knocks), 1911, 1912, 1914H, 1921, 1929, 
1939 Roo aU/UNC with some mint red, 
1915H and 1918I in gVF, and many George 
V in better grade to EF, and some later 
dates in UNC. Also with some extras. (76 
coins total).   FINE-UNC

$1900 - $2000

607 Penny set 1911-1964. In Dansco deluxe 
album. Missing 1930. Some better coins, 
some later dates with mint lustre and 
includes FINE 1925. (64 coins total).   VG-
UNC

$200 - $220

608 Threepence set 1910-1964. In Whitman 
album. No 1922/1. (51 coins total).   G-FINE

$40 - $45

609 Threepence set 1910-1964. In Hawthorn 
album. No 1922/1. (56 coins total).   G-VF

$40 - $45

610 Three & Six Pence Collection 1910-1963. 
Missing 1922/1 Overdate, otherwise 
complete. In slightly damaged Dansco 
album. (98 coins total).   GOOD-EF

$120 - $140

611 Sixpence set 1910-1963. In Whitman 
album. (48 coins total).   VG-EF

$70 - $80
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612 Shilling set 1910-1963. In badly damaged 
Dansco album. An above average set, no 
1921 or 1933. (51 coins total).   VG-EF

$90 - $100

 

613 Shilling set, complete 1910-1963. Many 
in better grade, includes 1915H, 1921 and 
1933 in FINE, many other George V in F-VF, 
with some later dates in UNC. All taken 
from old plastic pages, thus some coins 
with slight PVC damage. Also includes 
some extras. (47 coins total).   VG-UNC

$300 - $350

614 Florin Collection 1938-1952 KG VI. In Dansco 
album. Includes 1939. (17 coins total).   aVF-
EF

$180 - $200

615 Florin set 1910-1963. In badly damaged 
Dansco album. An above average set, no 
1932 Florin or Centenary, but the 1963 
looks to be a toned/circulated proof? (56 
coins total).   VG-EF

$200 - $220

616 Florin Collection 1910-1963. Missing 1932, 
1934 Centenary and 1959, otherwise 
complete. In Dansco album. (57 coins total).   
GOOD-aVF

$280 - $300

617 Florin/Crown set 1910-1963. In Hawthorn 
album. An above average set, no 1932 
Florin or Centenaries, 1917 and 1919 is aVF, 
1923 And 1933 FINE, 1934 and 1936 VF-EF, 
1939 VF and the 1938 Crown VF. (59 coins 
total).   VG-UNC

$350 - $400

 

618 Florin set, 1910-1963. Complete except for 
1922 and Melbourne Centenary. Many in 
better grade, includes 1915H,1921,1923 
1924-28 in VF, 1932 planchet flaw FINE, 
1934- 1936 EF-aUNC, some later dates 
in UNC. Also includes some extras, as all 
taken from old plastic pages, thus some 
coins with slight PVC damage. (59 coins 
total).   VG-UNC

$600 - $700

619 Semi complete Pre decimal set 1910-1964, 
missing most key dates, coins only average 
circulated, and no 1937 or 1938 Crowns. 
(295 coins). Includes Decimal set 1966-
1977. (72 coins total).    GOOD-UNC

$380 - $400

The Perth Mint

620 Australian Family of Precious Metals Proof 
set 1990, 3 coin set featuring silver, gold & 
platinum. In jarrah box with certificate (box 
marked).   FDC

$200 - $240
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621 Australian Family of Precious Metals Proof 
set 1990, 3 coin set featuring silver, gold & 
platinum. In jarrah box with certificate (box 
marked).   FDC

$200 - $240

622 Australian Nugget gold Proof set of 4 coins, 
1/10th oz to 1oz 1986 (1st year of Proof 
issue). In blue case of issue with certificate.   
FDC

$2700 - $2800

623 Australian Nugget gold Proof set of 4 coins, 
1/10th oz to 1oz 1988 (Bicentennial issue). 
In jarrah case of issue.   FDC

$2700 - $2800

624 Australian Nugget gold Proof set of 4 coins, 
1/10th oz to 1oz 1989. In jarrah case & 
paper sleeve of issue.   FDC

$2700 - $2800

625 Australian Nugget gold Proof set of 4 coins, 
1/10th oz to 1oz 1990. In jarrah case & 
leather sleeve of issue.   FDC

$2700 - $2800

626 Centenary Sovereign Proof Bi-metal coin 
1999.   FDC

$450 - $500

627 Silver Kookaburra Proof 2oz 1994. In box of 
issue with certificate.   FDC

$60 - $70

628 Silver Kookaburra 10oz 1994. In clear 
perspex holder only.   UNC

$280 - $300

629 Silver Kookaburra 1 kilo 1994. In clear 
perspex holder only.   UNC

$1100 - $1200

630 Silver Kookaburra Kilo Collection. Set of 
4 Proof coins 1oz to 1 kilo 1996. In box of 
issue with certificate.   FDC

$1500 - $1600

Royal Australian Mint

631 Silver Kookaburra Kilo Collection. Set of 
4 Proof coins 1oz to 1 kilo 1996. In box of 
issue with certificate.   FDC

$1500 - $1600

632 Floral Emblems $100 Gold coin 1997 1/3rd 
oz.   UNC

$500 - $600

633 RAM Mint set 1966 on card. One in nice 
original condition, 1 with minor wear and 
old sticker removed. (2 sets).   UNC

$100 - $110

634 RAM Mint set 1966. Green coloured wallet.   
UNC

$80 - $90

    

  635 RAM Mint set 1966. VIP Presentation set 
embossed 14th February 1966. Only 520 
sets distributed to VIP’s. In lovely, as new 
condition. Scarce.   UNC

$450 - $500

636 RAM Mint set 1969 blue wallet. Nice 
original condition. (2 sets).   UNC

$160 - $180

637 RAM Mint set 1991. (2 sets).   UNC

$35 - $40

638 RAM Proof set 1991. (2 sets).   UNC

$70 - $80

639 Holey Dollar & Dump Silver 2 coin issue 
1989.   UNC

$60 - $70
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640 Birds of Australia Silver Piedfort Proof 6 coin 
collection 1989-1994. In jarrah box with 
certificates.   FDC

$280 - $300

641 Masterpieces in Silver 1995 Colonial 
Australia 5 coin set. Case very damaged.   
FDC

$180 - $200

642 Adelaide Pound Proof Silver with gold plate 
coin 2002.   FDC

$80 - $100

643 Victoria Cross $1 Unc coin 2000. In pack of 
issue. Scarce issue.   UNC

$140 - $150

644 Victoria Cross $1 Unc coin 2000. In pack of 
issue. Scarce issue.   UNC

$140 - $150

645 Victoria Cross $1 Unc coin 2000. In pack of 
issue. Scarce issue.   UNC

$140 - $150

646 Victoria Cross $1 Unc coin 2000. In pack of 
issue. Scarce issue.   UNC

$140 - $150

647 1993 ‘Eminent Women’ Note and Stamp 
portfolio. Contains $10 AP 93 Low-numbered 
polymer and a pane of 25 stamps. Only 
5000 of this prefix were produced.   UNC

$60 - $70

648 1993 ‘Eminent Women’ Note and Stamp 
portfolio. Contains $10 AP 93 Low-
numbered polymer and pane of 25 stamps. 
Only 5000 of this prefix were produced.   
UNC

$60 - $70

649 NPA Low-numbered Collector’s folders. $5, 
$10 & $50 1994/5. (3 items total).   UNC

$90 - $100

650 Assorted Australian Decimal coins, sets 
and assorted issues from 1967-1977, 1971 
and 1977 are proofs (but no 20 Cent 1971), 
many are UNC, some with slight storage 
damage and toning. (15 coins total).   EF-
FDC

$30 - $40

651 Assorted Australian Decimal coins, 10 Cent 
1968, 20 Cent 1968, 3 x 1971, 50 Cents 6 x 
1970, 2 x 1974, 2 x 1975. (15 coins total).   
EF-UNC

$10 - $15

652 Group of assorted British coins: Farthing 
1826, Halfpenny 1826, 1848, 1853, Penny 
1799, Cartwheel Penny 1797 (2- one 
stamped around Obverse perimeter ‘Read 
Lloyd’s Penny Sunday Times’), Halfcrown 
1823 plus holed bronze token stamped 
‘197’ in large letters. (9 coins total).   VG-VF

$90 - $100

653 Assorted world coins. Includes British West 
Africa (3), New Guinea (9), Ancient Widow’s 
Mite (103-76 BC), Pontius Pilate (26-36 AD). 
(14 coins total).    FINE-EF

$40 - $50

654 Small half sheet of world coins. Includes 
British West Africa 1/10th Penny (2), New 
Guinea Shillings (5), New Zealand Sixpence 
(7), Florin 1964, 5 cent & Australian 20 cent 
1967. (24 coins total).   VF-UNC

$30 - $40

655 Australian and British 2 Up Pennies, one 
double tails, the other double heads. (2 
coins).   FINE

$6 - $8

656 Australian Token A.G. Hodgson, Melbourne, 
Victoria. Penny 1860 in copper (A 255/R 
241). Rarity 8, 34mm. Scarce.   aFINE

$200 - $220

657 Austria Maria Theresa Thaler Proof 1780. 
PVC damage. (3 coins total).   aFDC

$80 - $90

658 British Virgin Islands ‘The Discovery of 
America’ 500th Anniversary Coin Collection 
1992. Boxed set of 24 $25 silver coins (one 
coin missing). By The Franklin Mint.   UNC

$400 - $450
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659 Canada Wildwood Elk 16th Numismatic 
issue, World Coin Week 1984. 3 medallions 
in bronze, brass and nickel-silver.   UNC

$6 - $8

660 Collection of New Zealand Olympic related 
items. Includes 1989 5 coin Proof set, 
Celebration of Sport Silver Dollar 4 coin set 
1989, 1989 Unc $1 (8), 1974 Commonwealth 
Games Dollar Unc (2). (12 items total).   
UNC-FDC

$100 - $120

661 Examples of some of the world’s smallest 
silver coins. Guatemala 1/4 Real 1898 
(10mm) & Tranvancore (India) Half Chakram 
(5mm). (2 coins total).   VF-UNC

$10 - $15

662 GB Gothic Florin 1872, modern copy Penny 
dated 1788 in silver. (2 coins).   GOOD/UNC

$20 - $25

663 History of The United States. 23 coin 
collection. In folder by The Franklin 
Mint. Includes 19th Century issues, 
Commemoratives and Silver Dollars.   
GOOD-UNC

$480 - $500

664 Royal Mint Hong Kong $10 Gold Proof 
1994.   FDC

$300 - $350

665 Sir Charles Kingsford Smith Coin & Note 
portfolio 1997. Also NPA $10 Low numbered 
Collector Portfolio 1993. (2 items total).   
UNC

$80 - $90

666 NPA Low numbered note packs $5 1994 & 
$20 1993. Also $5 Centenary of Federation 
Commemorative 2001 & First Day of Issue 
$10 1993, $20 1994, $100 1996.    UNC

$380 - $400

667 The Holey Dollar & Dump Silver 2 coin 
issue, 1988 & 1990. (2 items total).   UNC

$70 - $80

668 The Journey Continues Sydney to Athens 
Tri-metal 3 coin Proof set 2004. In original 
jarrah box of issue with certificate.   FDC

$400 - $450

669 Tonga 1975 Centenary Silver Proofs, 5 
Pa’anga, 10 Pa’anga & 20 Pa’anga. (3 coins 
total).   FDC

$320 - $340

670 UK Royal Mint 5 Pound Millennium coin 
2000, Queen Elizabeth The Queen Mother 
90th Birthday Crown 1990, USA Proof set 
1983, China Silver coin 1972, Lisbon 50 
Centavos note 1914 (POOR). (5 items total).     
POOR-FDC

$40 - $45

Room bidders please wait to collect lots until after
each session has finished. We will endeavor to get 
you underway as quickly as possible. Postal bidders 
please allow us until Monday the 25th to sort and 
finalise all postal sales and post the prices realised. 

Prices realised will be posted on the website by
late Monday 25th March once the large number 
of postal bids has been fully finalised and checked. 
All auction catalogue subscribers will have the prices
 realised posted on the 26th, and should receive them 
later in the week. Passed in lots will be available for
sale until Monday 1st April. All remaining lots
unsold after this will then be withdrawn from sale.

Next live auction, Sale 78, will be in September/October
2013. Please see the website updates for further infor- 
mation and details, or contact us. We will be accepting lots 
for consignment for Sale 78 from April 2012 up to 
Mid August, or until the sale is fully finalised. Please 
contact us now to discuss the submission of lots.

Keep an eye out also for our upcoming Online only Postal 
Sale  (Postal Sale 3) coming in June/July! Sign up online 
now to receive online email notification and to view and bid 
online. 

www.iagauctions.com

For any more information please call our office on: 
Ph: (07) 55 380 300  -  or Fax: (07) 55 387 296

Alternately you can Email us at: 
           

mail@iagauctions.com
 
Download the Prices Realised and view unsold lots after 
the sale from our Website:
           

www.iagauctions.com
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Please read the following “Terms of Sale” carefully. These terms are applicable to all 
floor bidders and mail bidders in this auction. Your submission of bids in this Auction 

constitutes your acceptance of these “Terms of Sale”. 

1. This is a public auction sale, NOT an approval sale. At the fall 
of the gavel or auctioneer’s call of “Sold”, all sales are then final, 
and any bid acknowledged and relied on by the auctioneer shall not 
be withdrawn. Bidding in this auction in any way confirms that the 
bidder personally guarantees all payments, and acknowledges and 
accepts the Terms and Conditions of sale as set out herein. The auc-
tioneer has final discretion in all such matters. In case of a dispute, 
the lot(s) in question may be immediately resold. The auctioneer 
as represented here includes International Auction Galleries as an 
entity. 
2. Payments must be made in full and all floor bidder purchases 
must be removed the day of the sale, or by 5p.m. the next day. Ab-
solutely No lots will be released until payment in full has been made. 
Payment may be made in Cash, by Personal Cheques (with proper 
identification, at the discretion of International Auction Galleries), 
or by Bank Transfer or Major Credit Cards as stipulated. Success-
ful postal bidders will be notified by mail via an auction receipt. All 
postal bidder accounts must be fully finalised within 14 days of the 
sale date.
3. A 16.5% buyer’s premium will be added to the knock down price 
of each lot (includes GST where applicable). All payments by 
American Express will incur a 3% surcharge. 
4. Unless otherwise specifically stated by the auctioneer, each new 
bid shall be raised above the previous bid by such amount as is de-
termined by the auctioneer during the course of the auction, and no 
party shall be allowed to retract his or her bid after acknowledgment 
by the auctioneer. 
5. The auctioneer reserves the right to refuse any bid and to with-
draw any goods from sale at any time, or to disclose any reserves or 
vendor information, without having to state any reason. 
6. At the fall of the hammer, (if required by the Auctioneer), the pur-
chaser shall give his or her full name and address, and pay 25% of 
the purchase price deposit. In default, the lot(s) purchased may, at 
the auctioneer’s discretion, immediately be reoffered and resold. All 
lots sold will remain the property of the owner/vendor until cleared 
payment is made in full. Only then will the title of ownership of the 
lots pass to the purchaser, irrespective of any terms or deferment 
of payment. 
7. Except as otherwise provided by state or federal law, no condition 
or warranty is given or implied by the auctioneer in respect of any 
lot offered for sale via auction. As all lots are given for inspection 
prior to the commencement of the sale, it shall be presumed that the 
goods have been inspected and that the purchaser accepts the goods 
are sold with all faults. No error or mis-description of any lot shall 
give cause for an invalidation of sale or an abatement of price, and 
the auctioneer shall not be held responsible for any such error. All 
lots are guaranteed genuine (except where so described), however 
if a lot sold is found to be a fake or forgery, the purchaser may then 
return it, and receive, upon proven confirmation to the auctioneers 
satisfaction, a full refund. 
8. The auctioneer shall not be liable for any description or mis-de-
scription given on any of the goods presented here for sale in any 
way. Any statement as to the description of goods is given as a state-
ment of opinion only as represented to the auctioneer, and is not to 
be relied on as a representation of fact. Whilst every effort is made, 
the auctioneer gives no warranty that the quantities or any grading 
given with respect to the description of any lot as stated is correct. 

All images used are given as a guide only, and are not guaranteed to 
be an accurate representation. 
9. No lots purchased by a bidder may be returned, including those 
lots where the bidder is acting as agent for another. There are no 
returns or refunds except for reason of lack of authenticity (as is 
stated in clause 7 and 8 above detailing liability). It is assumed that 
all intending bidders (including all postal and internet bidders) have 
obtained their own satisfaction and/or done due diligence on all lots 
before submitting any bids in any way. All bids submitted are thus 
then subject to the full terms and conditions. The auctioneer accepts 
no responsibility for any mistakes in any postal or phone bidding 
conducted. Late remittance of payments con-stitutes just cause for 
revocation of all return privileges. In the event that a bidder is act-
ing as an agent for another party, and that agency has not been 
disclosed to the auctioneer in writing 24 hours before the sale date, 
then the bidder is deemed by the auctioneer to be the final buyer 
in all respects, and is fully responsible for all payments, fees and 
charges. In no event may any lot(s) be returned after Twenty 
One (21) days from the date of the auction. All sales are then 
final.
10. If any purchaser fails to comply with any of conditions of sale 
as outlined here or if any monies paid in any way given on settle-
ment of account for any goods is dishonoured or unfulfilled, then any 
monies which the purchaser has paid to the auctioneer on account 
of the purchase shall then be forfeited absolutely to the vendor. The 
auctioneer acting as agent for the vendor is at liberty to re-sell the 
lot(s) in any manner and upon such terms and conditions as they 
may deem proper and/or to then sue the purchaser for any loss or 
resulting damages as set out below. Damages include all losses and 
expenses incurred by the vendor or the auctioneer as well as all 
damages which the vendor or the auctioneer may sustain resulting 
from any re-sale and storage, which shall then be recovered from the 
purchaser as liquidated damages. The auctioneer (acting on behalf 
of the vendor) in the event of such resale is entitled to: 
a) The total amount of any and all commissions and/or buyers pre-
miums applicable or any other fees and commissions lost as a result 
of the purchaser defaulting on the purchase. 
b) The full cost of advertising and all other expenses related to re-
sale as deemed necessary, including any storage costs and insurance 
charges. 
c) Any differential in price from the initial sale price to the price 
achieved in re sale of the items(s). 
11. A service charge of 2% compound per month (or part 
thereof) will be added to overdue accounts (30 days after the 
date of Auction is the overdue period for all unpaid accounts). 
In any event the title of any lots sold will not pass to the purchaser 
until the full amount of the purchasers auction account has been fully 
paid and remitted to the vendor, including any other service charges, 
storage or any other fees resulting from any late payments.  
12. Estimates are given only as a guide, and not given as starting 
points for bidding: Lots may sell for a price greater than or less than 
these estimates. Bidding will start at an increment above the lowest 
postal bid received, or at the Auctioneers sole discretion. All prices 
are in Australian Dollars. 
13. All images, text and information supplied in this catalogue re-
main the property of International Auction Galleries, and may not be 
used or transmitted in any way without written permission.

Terms And Conditions of Sale
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